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Fashion proteges set Fashion proteges set 
the ramp on firethe ramp on fire

Know the advantages of kinematic knee 
alignment and robotic joint surgery
Director and head of  robotic joint 

replacement at Panacea clinic & 
Sanjeevan Hospital, and robotic joint 

surgeon at Jupiter hospital, Dr Nakul Shah 
says that both cutting edge technology of  
robotic joint surgery and new kinematic 
alignment of  knee are transforming results of  
knee replacement.  He further elaborates that 
routine knee replacements are carried out by 
mechanical alignment, which makes the joint 
line transverse. 

Citing a recent case of  patient, he says, 
“Kulkarni (name changed) is extremely 
happy and satisfied with the recent robotic 
total knee replacement with kinematic 
alignment.  She could stand and walk with 
an assistive device within 24 hours. She 
could walk independently within the span 
of  10 days and could climb a staircase as 
well. She is back to her work & exercise 
schedule within a short span after robotic 
knee replacement.  She had undergone a 
mechanically aligned non robotic total knee 
replacement on the other side a few years 

ago. She could not help but to compare both 
knee replacements.  According to her the 
robotic kinematically aligned knee feels 
more natural, free. This knee has higher 
flexion and function.”  

He adds, “Robotic surgery with haptic 
feedback increases precision of  surgery and 
reduces blood loss leading to faster recovery 
with less pain. Kinematic alignment 
customises knee replacement to each 
patient’s natural anatomy and joint line 
leading to better outcomes and faster 
recovery. Customised precision kinematic 
alignment to a patient is the only possible 
advanced robotic technology. I feel this state 
of  art advanced combination of  robotic knee 
replacement & kinematic alignment is the 
future of  knee replacement. This is leading 
to high patient satisfaction and better 
painless function and quality of  life.” 

The views/ suggestions/ opinions/ data 
in the article are the sole responsibility of  

the expert/ organisation 

Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy Health-
care & Research and the first edition 
of  Suryadatta Global Pharmacon 2023 

was recently inaugurated by the founder of  
Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Deshpande at Bavd-
han campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama  
Chordiya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with 
the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 2023’ 
on this occasion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs to 
make efforts to make medicines available 
to people at affordable prices. Pharmacists 
are making a valuable contribution to keep-
ing society healthy. This pharmacy college 
will create useful and skilled manpower for 

the pharma sector.” 
The former president of  the Pharmacy 

Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felici-
tated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided over 
the programme, mentioned, “India ranks 
third globally in the import-export of  the 
pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vision, ho-
listic development education imparted to  
students and guidance from experts will 
lead to better pharmaceuticals and phar-
macists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we will 
start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

Dr Nakul 
Shah

Madhura 
Mate

Shiv 
Chordia

Arti Rai and 
Vivek Pawar

Students of  Vivz Fashion School, Shiv Chordia and 
Madhura Mate, recently walked the ramp at the fashion 
weeks organised in Milan, Paris and London. They walked 

for well-known international designers such as CodyChris 
Collection, JhayLayson, Illy Cartier, Phorpopes, Dbphor, 
YoungGods Clothing and Michael Lombard (King of  Leather). 

“Notably, Shiv and Madhura had the privilege of  being 
part of  a private show hosted by Michael Lombard during 
Paris Fashion Week, further solidifying their presence in 
the global fashion scene,” said the proud directors of  Vivz 
Fashion School, Vivek Pawar and Arti Rai. 

They expressed their joy at the success of  their proteges, 
emphasising the impact of  their dedicated training programs 
for children as young as three-years-old. Pawar and Rai 
believe in nurturing talent from an early age, stating that 
consistent training during the formative years is the key to 
creating global superstars. The duo takes pride in the fact 
that their school has become a catalyst for Indian talent to 
shine on the international stage. 

This fashion school is gearing up for the upcoming season 
of  the International Kids and Teens Fashion Runway 
scheduled for January 20 in Pune. Shiv and Mathura have 
been the winners of  this competition. 

For contest queries, contact: 9028018979

The Amazon 
rainforest is 
estimated to 
have 16,000 
tree species

iStock

Apart from being home to thousands 
of  tree species, the Amazon rainfor-
est is said to have 390 billion trees. 

These trees influence rainfall cycles through-
out South America by releasing 20 billion 
tonnes of  water into the air every day. Re-
markably, a single large tree can release over 
1,000 litres of  water in 24 hours – enough to 
fill 10 average-sized bathtubs. 

The Amazon is also thought to be home 
to 10% of  known species on Earth. Incredi-
bly, a new species of  animal or plant is dis-
covered in the Amazon every other day on 
average.

Daily meditation can boost Daily meditation can boost 
your cognitive abilitiesyour cognitive abilities
A recent study has shed light on 

the remarkable benefits of  dai-
ly meditation practice. Contra-

ry to popular belief, the study found that 
meditation not only promotes relaxa-
tion and mental clarity, but also pro-
vides a range of  other advantages that 
were previously unrecognised.

The research, conducted by a team 
of  neuroscience experts, involved a 
comprehensive analysis of  partici-
pants who engaged in daily medita-
tion for a period of  three months. The 
findings of  the study reveal that reg-
ular meditation boosts cognitive abil-
ities, such as memory and attention 
span, by increasing neural plasticity 
in the brain.

Furthermore, the study revealed 
that daily meditation can significant-
ly reduce stress levels. Participants 
reported experiencing a greater sense 
of  calmness and emotional stability 
after incorporating meditation into 
their daily routines. Moreover, the re-
search said that meditation could be 
done by people of  all ages. With so 
many guided meditation apps and 
videos available, it is easy to start 
your meditation journey.

Agencies

By enhancing 
cognitive abilities, 

reducing stress 
levels and 

improving physical 
health, meditation 
is a valuable tool 

for holistic  
well-being

REGULAR MEDITATION ASSOCIATED WITH 
LOWER BLOOD PRESSURE
In addition to cognitive and emotional benefits, regular meditation is 
associated with lower blood pressure, improved sleep quality and 
enhanced overall well-being. The findings suggest that incorporating 
meditation into one’s lifestyle may offer a holistic approach to 
maintaining 

iStock

A new survey has found that menu anxiety is felt the most by Gen Z  
eaters. 34 per cent aged between 18 and 24 admitted that they ask oth-
ers to choose a dish and speak to 

the waiter for them. The study, conducted 
by an Italian restaurant chain, also dem-
onstrated that a third of  25-to-34-year-olds 
decided what to eat based on how the meal 
will be perceived on social media.

Social anxiety amongst younger gen-
erations is thought to have been wors-
ened by the  COVID-19- pandemic as it 
has led to people communicating in per-
son a lot less frequently. Chief  executive 
of  the Italian restaurant chain, Dean Challenger said, “Whilst most peo-
ple look forward to dining out during the festive season, we know - as 
our research shows - it can be stressful for some.” Agencies

Whilst most people 
look forward to 

dining out during the 
festive season, our 
research shows - it can 
be stressful for some

— Dean Challenger

Youngsters scared to order 
at restaurants, says study
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Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy Health-
care & Research and the first edition 
of  Suryadatta Global Pharmacon 2023 

was recently inaugurated by the founder of  
Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Deshpande at Bavd-
han campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama  
Chordiya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with 
the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 2023’ 
on this occasion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs to 
make efforts to make medicines available 
to people at affordable prices. Pharmacists 
are making a valuable contribution to keep-
ing society healthy. This pharmacy college 
will create useful and skilled manpower for 

the pharma sector.” 
The former president of  the Pharmacy 

Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felici-
tated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided over 
the programme, mentioned, “India ranks 
third globally in the import-export of  the 
pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vision, ho-
listic development education imparted to  
students and guidance from experts will 
lead to better pharmaceuticals and phar-
macists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we will 
start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the letters in the circles to form 
the answer to the riddle or to fill in the miss-
ing word as indicated

Rearrange 
the letters in 
the four 
word  
jumbles, 
one letter to 
each 
square/cir-
cle, to make 
four ordi-
nary words 

I used to work in a __ ___ factory. You 
couldn’t park anywhere near the place. - 

Steven Wright (4,7)

SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Maker, right, dankly, hereof
Answer: I used to work in a fire hy-
drant factory. You couldn’t park any-

where near the place. - Steven Wright

SPELLATHON

alloy, ally, clay, cloy, lacy, LOCALLY, loyal

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO
How many words of four or more letters can you make 
from the letters shown in today’s puzzle? In making a 
word, a letter can be used as many times as it appears in 
the puzzle. Each word must contain the central letter. 
There should be at least one seven letter word. Plurals, 
foreign words and proper names are not allowed. British 
English Dictionary is used as reference.

SPELLATHON

Today’s Ratings: 04-average  
05-good  07-outstanding
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Rules

 Connect adjacent dots with vertical or 
horizontal lines, creating a single loop 
(Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches are not allowed 
(As shown by dotted lines in Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle indicate the 
number of lines 
that should sur-
round it, while 
empty cells may 
be surrounded by 
any number of 
lines.

 You can’t draw 
lines around  
zeroes.

 Each puzzle has 
just one unique 
solution.

How to begin:  
Example (Fig A) - 
Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no 
lines can be drawn 
around zero, mark 
crosses around it, as 
shown. Now there is 
a cross in one space around 3. So we know the three lines of 3 can only be 
drawn in the remaining three spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended 
in one direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking crosses in spaces between 
dots where a line isn’t possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch or cause a deadend  
(Fig B).

(Fig A) (Fig B)
Not allowed

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES KAKURO Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20

12

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and 
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers 
in the same row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already 
given in the grid. Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

ARIES: You might get ag-
gravated by unresolved 
domestic matters or a 
slightly over sensitive fam-
ily member. Don’t let emo-
tional troubles interfere 
with what you need to do. 
TAURUS: Although, you 
think your words are clear, 
there are crossed wires in 
your chart. Write down eve-
rything you want to say and 
share it equally, then there 
is no room for mistakes. 
GEMINI: This is a positive 
day to edit phone and 
friendship lists and only 
maintain contact with peo-
ple who really matter. Keep 
your focus. Someone has 
will help you out as well.
CANCER:  This is a great 
time to ask for a raise or to 
make a professional 
change but make sure you 
have a better job to go to before you quit your current 
position. 
LEO: Your forceful positive action is likely to bring 
you in the limelight. You shall be attracted to some-
one who motivates you, but make sure you keep 
things simple. Complicating your personal life will 
not bring good results. 
VIRGO: You have been constantly feeling the great 
urge that change, whether in professional or per-
sonal life, is very much required now. Someone you 
least expect will utilise one of your old ideas for his 
or her own benefit. 
LIBRA:  This may not be the easiest day, but it is the 
most worth-
w h i l e .  Yo u 
learn who is 
good to keep 
close to your 
heart, and who 
you are ready 
to let go. You 
have to push 
forward and 

take action. Work hard. 
SCORPIO: Keep rela-
tionships in the family 
harmonious. Your intui-
tion is working overtime 
and this makes you 
more sensitive to other 
people’s needs and feel-
ings. It also helps you 
sense when to avoid 
touchy topics.
SAGITTARIUS: Though 
you may feel that every-
thing is going well but, 
behind closed doors, 
someone is doing you 
an injustice. Be careful 
how you present any 
information you have, 
especially if it can influ-
ence your position. 
CAPRICORN: In terms of 
workload, you have 
more than what you can 
chew, select those that 

offer creative satisfaction and reject the other offers. 
An emotional attachment to someone may deter you 
from seeing what this person is actually up to. 
AQUARIUS: As your Moon is in the twelfth house, 
you are prone to emotional deception which may 
lead to a poor decisions regarding a past partner. 
Keep your distance and don’t make any moves that 
you may regret. 
PISCES: Your interest in health and well-being may 
lead you to a surprising new discovery. Continue to 
be dynamic and good to have a round. You have 
already scored the best possible. Unexpected guests 
could drop by. 

KMAER

GIRTH

AKLDNY

EEORFH

See what the stars have in store for 
you – according to your moon sign*. 
Moon sign is the rashi in which your 
natal Moon is posited on your 
birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, 
which changes signs after 30 days.

*To find your moon sign, you can either 
enter your date, time and place of birth in 
online moon sign calculators or you can 
consult your astrologer.

ACROSS
1 Common
6 “Got other plans, sorry”
10 Low pair
14 Knew the  

answer
15 Drink mentioned in the 

Walker Hayes song 
“Fancy Like”

17 Detroit __: stratified 
automotive paint 
polished and cut for 
jewelry

18 Reptile at Kélonia 
aquarium in Saint-Leu, 
Réunion

19 Spotify playlist that 
calls itself “the most 
influential playlist in 
hip-hop”

21 Trial versions
22 Jazz dance
23 Key st.?
24 “Jeopardy!” champion 

with the show’s second-
longest win streak

30 Speeds
32 Sphere
33 Gesture that means 

“no” in some cultures
35 Lennox of R&B
36 Element in the tale of 

Sleeping Beauty
38 Glop
39 Many a Wiki article
40 Home of the Kaaba
41 Knack
42 Interior support 

structure
46 __-weekly
47 Reclusive sort
49 Like the smell of 

burning plastic
52 Instrument for Seiichi 

Tanaka or Eitetsu 
Hayashi

56 Laxity
58 Yankees manager Aaron
59 Like someone on the 

stand
60 Vocally
61 Private dinner?
62 __ gin
63 Checks

DOWN
1 Red-bellied trout
2 Some improvisation in 

Hindi cinema
3 2002 meta dramedy 

starring Nicolas Cage as 
the film’s screenwriter

4 Light shows?
5 Hot and heavy
6 Mozart’s “__ fan tutte”
7 Vicinity
8 In the vicinity
9 Little one
10 Fine line
11 One joule per  

second
12 Great Plains st.
13 Catches
16 Stunning
20 Biden and Harris, 

initially

23 Toppled
25 Pain in the neck
26 So
27 First man to complete 

tennis’s Surface Slam
28 Shipping center?
29 Top
30 Poke
31 Historical allies of the 

Huron
34 Point
36 Burn slowly
37 Nuisance
41 Slopes conveyance
43 Spots for roasters and 

toasters
44 Large deer
45 “Them’s the breaks”
48 Preparatory period
49 Grad
50 Retinal cell
51 Retinal cells
52 Marsh duck
53 Apropos of
54 “Who __ kidding?”
55 Scrip orders
57 Anti bloc
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THE DAILY CROSSWORD

  Nandini Ganguly

Christmas is around the corner, officially marking the 
start to the winter party season. If  your party outfits 
are sorted, here’s how you can jazz your makeup 

game with a dash of  sparkle and trending looks.  

LIPS DON’T LIE, FT. 
KIARA ADVANI
Bolder the lips, the better; that has 
been the mantra in 2023. Opt for 
Kiara’s look with a matte red, berry, 
plum or burgundy lipstick and 
balance it out with a clean face. 
Lots of mascara and fluffy, brushed 
out eyebrows will help seal the look.  

SPARKLING EYES, A LA 
CAMILA AND ALAYA
Christmas is a great excuse to go all out with 
rhinestones and jewel tones. Scattered crystals 

or rhinestones across 
eyelids will up the ante and 
satiate the inner diva in 
you. Whether you go 
minimal or all out depends 
on your outfit and vibe for 
the day! 

GO GLAM 
LIKE GIGI  
Winter and 
Christmas aren’t 
complete without 
some silver or gold 
on your eyelids. 
Choose a shimmery, 
metallic shade, with 
some smoked out 
kohl or eye liner for 
a defined look. Go 
easy with neutral 
lips.  

@patrickta

@mehakoberoi

HAILEY’S SOFT-
GLAM INSPO 
If soft glam is your go-to, then take 
inspiration from Hailey Bieber’s 
recent makeup look. Her glazed 
skin and sparkly yet sophisticated 
glam screams Christmas.
Ensure your face is moisturised 
and looks dewy. A barely-there 
eyeliner, a touch of sparkly 
eyeshadow, well-groomed 
eyebrows, pink blush, and  
berry lips with a stroke of lip oil, 
and you are good to go.  

@
p

at
ric

kt
a

@maryp
hillip

s

@dualipa

Pics: iStock

Christmas makeup Christmas makeup 
styles to nail that styles to nail that 

party lookparty look

‘Tis the season to sparkle 

SHINE BRIGHT LIKE DUA AND JLO
Highlighter has been having its moment in 2023. If you want to 
play safe yet add some festive pop to your face, a dose of 
highlighter can be your best bet. Apply a gold, peach or pink 
highlighter to the highest point of your cheek bones and brow 
bones, and see your face shine like a star.  

@haileybieber 
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SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Ivied, sissy, putter, period
Answer: Our greatest stupidities 

may be very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

SPELLATHON

clad, clod, coda, cold, dock, load, 
PADLOCK, plod

TIMES KAKURO
Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and every 
3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers in the same 
row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already given in the grid. 
Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

Rules

 Connect adjacent dots 
with vertical or horizontal 
lines, creating a single 
loop (Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches 
are not allowed (As 
shown by dotted lines in 
Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle 
indicate the number of 
lines that should sur-
round it, while empty 
cells may be surrounded 
by any number of lines.

 You can’t draw lines 
around zeroes.

 Each puzzle has just one 
unique solution.

How to begin: Example (Fig A) - Begin with the zero next 
to 3. Since no lines can be drawn around zero, mark cross-
es around it, as shown. Now there is a cross in one space 
around 3. So we know the three lines of 3 can only be 
drawn in the remaining three spaces. Next, these lines can 

only be extended in one direction each. Continue, using the 
same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking crosses in 
spaces between dots where a line isn’t possible, i.e., if you 
have already completed required lines or where a line ex-
tension may create a branch or cause a deadend (Fig B)

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the let-
ters in the circles to 
form the answer to 
the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as 
indicated

Rearrange the letters in the four word jumbles, one letter to 
each square/circle, to make four ordinary words 

Our greatest ___ may be 
very wise.  

- Ludwig Wittgenstein (11)

DVEII

SYISS

EPRTTU

DOPIER

SPELLATHON

How many words of four or more letters can you 
make from the letters shown in today’s puzzle? In 
making a word, a letter can be used as many times 
as it appears in the puzzle. Each word must contain 
the central letter. There should be at least one seven 
letter word. Plurals, foreign words and proper names 
are not allowed. British English Dictionary is used as 
reference.

Today’s Ratings: 05-average   
06-good  08-outstanding
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Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy  
Healthcare & Research and the first 
edition of  Suryadatta Global Pharma-

con 2023 was recently inaugurated by the 
founder of  Generic Aadhaar, Arjun  
Deshpande at Bavdhan campus in Pune. 

Also present on the occasion were  
founder and president of  the Suryadatta  
Education Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay 
B Chordiya, vice president Sushama  
Chordiya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with 
the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 2023’ 
on this occasion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs to 
make efforts to make medicines available 
to people at affordable prices. Pharmacists 
are making a valuable contribution to keep-
ing society healthy. This pharmacy college 
will create useful and skilled manpower for 

the pharma sector.” 
The former president of  the Pharmacy 

Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felici-
tated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided over 
the programme, mentioned, “India ranks 
third globally in the import-export of  the 
pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vision, ho-
listic development education imparted to  
students and guidance from experts will 
lead to better pharmaceuticals and phar-
macists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we will 
start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

The Amazon rainforest 
is estimated to have 
16,000 tree species

iStock

Apart from being 
home to thou-
sands of  tree spe-

cies, the Amazon rainfor-
est is said to have 390 bil-
lion trees. These trees in-
fluence rainfall cycles 
throughout South Amer-
ica by releasing 20 billion 
tonnes of  water into the 
air every day. Remarka-
bly, a single large tree can 
release over 1,000 litres 
of  water in 24 hours – 
enough to fill 10 average-
sized bathtubs. 

The Amazon is also 
thought to be home to 
10% of  known species on 
Earth. Incredibly, a new 
species of  animal or 
plant is discovered in the 
Amazon every other day 
on average.

From “catching a glimpse of Howrah” to “feeling 
overwhelmed by the warmth of the city of joy,”   
HIMANSH KOHLI had a great time in Kolkata 

TO THE CITY OF JOY

Pics: @kohlihimansh

SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Ivied, sissy, putter, period
Answer: Our greatest stupidities 

may be very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

SPELLATHON

clad, clod, coda, cold, dock, load, 
PADLOCK, plod

TIMES KAKURO
Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20

12

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and every 
3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers in the same 
row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already given in the grid. 
Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

Rules

 Connect adjacent dots 
with vertical or horizontal 
lines, creating a single 
loop (Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches 
are not allowed (As 
shown by dotted lines in 
Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle 
indicate the number of 
lines that should sur-
round it, while empty 
cells may be surrounded 
by any number of lines.

 You can’t draw lines 
around zeroes.

 Each puzzle has just one 
unique solution.

How to begin: Example (Fig A) - Begin with the zero next 
to 3. Since no lines can be drawn around zero, mark cross-
es around it, as shown. Now there is a cross in one space 
around 3. So we know the three lines of 3 can only be 
drawn in the remaining three spaces. Next, these lines can 

only be extended in one direction each. Continue, using the 
same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking crosses in 
spaces between dots where a line isn’t possible, i.e., if you 
have already completed required lines or where a line ex-
tension may create a branch or cause a deadend (Fig B)

LOOP THE LOOP

Not allowed
(Fig B)

(Fig A)

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the let-
ters in the circles to 
form the answer to 
the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as 
indicated

Rearrange the letters in the four word jumbles, one letter to 
each square/circle, to make four ordinary words 

DVEII

SYISS

EPRTTU

DOPIER

SPELLATHON

How many words of four or more letters can you 
make from the letters shown in today’s puzzle? In 
making a word, a letter can be used as many times 
as it appears in the puzzle. Each word must contain 
the central letter. There should be at least one seven 
letter word. Plurals, foreign words and proper names 
are not allowed. British English Dictionary is used as 
reference.

Today’s Ratings: 05-average   
06-good  08-outstanding

D

K

LP

AO

C

A productive start 
to the week, Mon-
day will be favour-
able in all profes-

sional as well as 
personal matters. 
Traders and commis-
sion agents profit un-

der the current planetary conditions. 
A good period for those wanting to 
pursue higher studies and also for 
those wanting to travel abroad, influ-
ences of  Jupiter on Sun and Mercu-
ry are quite good. Those in the edu-
cation/knowledge/literary profes-
sions will have an actively productive 
phase. Your love life shall also look 
much better. Avoid conflicts towards 
the end of  the week, as expenses 
mount. Tuesday/Wednesday are days 
of  heavy expenses and possibly loss-
es too, some mental tensions on ac-
count of  domestic matters too are 
seen. Thursday onwards is a more re-
laxed phase, you can look for a short 
holiday. 

Except for the Sun, none 
of  the planets have 
changed. However, the 

Moon moves in favour-
able houses for you 
this week. Career and 
professional matters 
look good on Monday/
Tuesday, reaching out 

to customers, negotiations and publici-
ty/advertising of  business/products on 
these days will get favourable results. 
New jobs too are possible due to Jupiter’s 
aspect on Venus and the Sun/Mercury. 
Financial prospects are good this week, 
Wednesday/Thursday are especially re-
warding, and friends will be very help-
ful in furthering your interests. Health 
caution for you continues. Interest in oc-
cult matters grow. 

Your sign is retro in the 
seventh house now, 
partnerships and alli-
ances will be under 
pressure. Romance 

flourishes. Your ten-
dency to overreact 
could get you into trou-
ble on Monday/Tues-
day. Plan your week 

carefully. In your work life, things could 
get busy, so you might want to tidy up 
your work area so you can be ready for 
the onslaught. Look at investing in prop-
erty outside of  your area. Good friends 
will give you honest answers. Travel will 
promote new romantic connections. You 
may find that your mate is well aware of  
the circumstances. Your social life is 
abuzz right now, which is feeding you val-
uable positive energy from other people.

You need to be cautious 
around Monday/Tues-

day, don’t force things as 
everything can backfire. 
Instead, maintain an 

even pace, and discover 
what a situation holds for 
you. You could feel as if  
someone has pushed you 

too far for your own good. Remain in 
touch with your needs. Listen to feed-
back, but know that you don’t need to em-
brace any of  it. However, from Wednes-
day, everything eases out, travel and hol-
idays, followed by business/work meet-
ings on Friday/Saturday are indicated. 
Love affairs show some improvement, 
however, as Mars is still combusting, be 
careful of  the sensitivities of  the other 
side. A loved one touches you emotional-
ly through a statement or gift. You have 
a lot on your mind to think about and con-
sider. 

The week starts on a bit of  a confusing 
note, which lasts till Wednesday. You 
might wonder which way to go to succeed 

and fulfill others’ expecta-
tions. Your instincts will 
point you in the right di-
rection, Don’t overthink a 
personal matter. Sun, Mer-

cury and Venus are aspect-
ed by Jupiter, not only does 
your social life improve 
from mid week, but short 

travel too are under good influence. Re-
lations with neighbours improve. A good 
time for negotiation disputes contract 
terms. Success comes through one-on-
one relating. When you speak, you make 
quite an impression. Don’t be too de-
manding in your expectations of  others. 

Health too improves. 

Continue to concentrate 
on your work as it will 
yield rich financial div-
idends. Barring Friday/
Saturday, the rest of  the 
week is good and fruit-
ful, so make plans ac-
cordingly. Relatives and 

friends will visit your home too. A lot of  
domestic work will need to be worked on 
now in this retro Mercury phase and 
many issues will be sorted out too. Love 
matters continue to remain hazy. Friends 
continue to be supportive. You can expect 
financial gains from the western direc-
tion. A recent success will give you the 
confidence to make a bold move. A busi-
ness rival is in a competitive frame of  
mind. Much to the surprise of  those who 
know you well, you will match their chal-
lenges equally. You know what you want 
and you’re determined to get it. 

This is a super week 
for you and you shall 
be in the news for all 

the good reasons, 
fame and limelight 

are in store. Hard 
work done in the past 
is now bringing you 
smart rewards. Those 

in business will get new contracts, if  
looking for new job changes, this is the 
right time to do so, those in existing jobs 
will get appreciation from senior man-
agement. Everything goes right for you 
now, complete whatever seemed very dif-
ficult earlier, as you have the luck on your 
side to do so. 

Career issues take centre 
stage, favour from sen-
iors, government and the 
political class are indi-
cated as per the strata of  
society you are posi-

tioned in. Mercury is 
quite favourable to 
you now, finances im-
prove and so are fi-

nancial opportunities. Making an emo-
tional commitment to your long-term 
goals comes easily now. A meeting and/
or a group of  friends support you even if  

they don’t agree with you. They let 
you know where they are coming 
from and why. 

You feel better and 
more positive, de-

spite having a 
very frustrating 

time in the last few 
months. Ex-
penses wil l 
still be on the 
higher side. 

There shall be help of  some influen-
tial lady in your matters regarding 
to gain. Monday/Tuesday are action 
days, exploit this week to touch base 
with important people before they go 
away on a heist-mad holiday.

 Though career matters 
look good and gains are 
also indicated this 
week, the stats indi-
cate that your health 

will fluctuate, perhaps 
due to weather distur-

bances. Take spe-
cial care of  your 

eyes. Monday/Tuesday will see you with 
low energy levels so it is better not to do 
any important meetings/presentations, 
oral interviews or public discussions of  
any kind. Wednesday/Thursday will see 
you back in an energetic drive that shall 
be good for negotiations/finalisation/dis-
cussions of  difficult contract terms etc 
real estate transactions look profitable. 
Expenses mount, done on account of  gov-
ernment expenditures/bribes and oth-
ers for charitable purposes. Do not guar-
antee anyone’s bail or loan application 
as that can land you in serious trouble 
later. Charity and yagnas/poojas done 
now will give excellent results due to the 
aspect of  Jupiter on Venus.

Travel stars are favoura-
bly aligned for you, 
whether for pleasure or 
spiritual purposes. A 
delightful and eventful 

phase of  your life is on 
right now. Wednes-
day/Thursday are 
the most construc-

tive days of  the week for you. Just be-
cause it seems like you can operate on 
four hours of  sleep does not mean you 
have the stamina to do so. Think of  your 
pleasure as an interval workout instead 
of  a marathon. The planetary influenc-
es for the week incline you towards out-
ward-going social activities. It’s a time to 
solve mysteries, ask friends what they 
think, and consult the experts. Friends 
and influential people will be favourably 
disposed towards you. 

Sun and Mercury are firm-
ly placed in the 10th 
house and that’s good 
news for your career, 
you shall be in an au-

thoritative position at 
work/business. Those 
looking for jobs can cer-
tainly find their dream 
job as Jupiter has a be-

nign glance on your career house where 
Sun and Mercury are currently placed. 
A time to take risks, you will head in a 
new direction differently. Your thinking 
and orchestrating of  ideas seem to have 
taken on a new pace. Mars, though com-
bust, is now in your friendship sector, 
away from the Sun, allowing greater give-
and-take with friends. You will learn a 
lot about a mutual acquaintance without 
even having to initiate a discussion. You 
often mix friendship and work, or you get 
friends involved when pursuing a profes-
sional goal. Barring Monday/Tuesday, 
the rest of  the week is very profitable. Ve-
nus in the eighth house aspected by Ju-
piter gives you terrific intuition as well 
as premonitory dreams.

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

VIRGO

LIBRA

PISCES

AQUARIUS

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your date, 
time and place of birth in online moon sign calculators or 
you can consult your astrologer.

See what the stars have in store for you – 
according to your moon sign*. Moon sign is 
the rashi in which your natal Moon is posited 
on your birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, which 
changes signs after 30 days.

ARIES
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Rules

 Connect adjacent dots with vertical or 
horizontal lines, creating a single loop 
(Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches are not allowed 
(As shown by dotted lines in Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle indicate the 
number of lines 
that should 
surround it, while 
empty cells may 
be surrounded by 
any number of 
lines.

 You can’t draw 
lines around  
zeroes.

 Each puzzle has 
just one unique 
solution.

How to begin:  
Example (Fig A) - 
Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no 
lines can be drawn 
around zero, mark 
crosses around it, as 
shown. Now there is 
a cross in one space around 3. So we know the three lines of 3 can only be 
drawn in the remaining three spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended 
in one direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking crosses in spaces between 
dots where a line isn’t possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch or cause a deadend  
(Fig B).

(Fig A) (Fig B)
Not allowed

LOOP THE LOOP

SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Maker, right, dankly, hereof
Answer: I used to work in a fire hydrant factory. You couldn’t 

park anywhere near the place. - Steven Wright

SPELLATHON

alloy, ally, clay, cloy, lacy, LOCALLY, loyal

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU TIMES KAKURO

 H
I 

&
 L

O
IS

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and 
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers 
in the same row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already 
given in the grid. Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

THE BETTER HALF      GlasbergenSPELLATHON
How many words of four 
or more letters can you 
make from the letters 
shown in today’s puzzle? 
In making a word, a letter 
can be used as many 
times as it appears in the 
puzzle. Each word must 
contain the central letter. 
There should be at least 
one seven letter word. 
Plurals, foreign words and 
proper names are not 
allowed. British English 
Dictionary is used as 
reference.

Today’s Ratings: 
04-average  05-good  

07-outstanding

ARIES: You might get aggravated by unresolved 
domestic matters or a slightly over sensitive 
family member. Don’t let emotional troubles 
interfere with what you need to do. 
TAURUS: Although, you think your words are 
clear, there are crossed wires in your chart. 
Write down everything you want to say and 
share it equally, then there is no room for 
mistakes. 
GEMINI: This is a positive day to edit phone and 
friendship lists and only maintain contact with 
people who really matter. Keep your focus. 
Someone has will help you out as well.
CANCER:  This is a great time to ask for a raise 
or to make a professional change but make 
sure you have a better job to go to before you 

quit your current position. 
LEO: Your forceful positive action is likely to 
bring you in the limelight. You shall be attracted 
to someone who motivates you, but make sure 
you keep things simple. Complicating your 
personal life will not bring good results. 
VIRGO: You have been constantly feeling the 
great urge that change, whether in professional 
or personal life, is very much required now. 
Someone you least expect will utilise one of 
your old ideas for his or her own benefit. 
LIBRA:  This may not be the easiest day, but it 
is the most worthwhile. You learn who is good 
to keep close to your heart, and who you are 
ready to let go. You have to push forward and 
take action. Work hard. 
SCORPIO: Keep relationships in the family 
harmonious. Your intuition is working overtime 
and this makes you more sensitive to other 
people’s needs and feelings. It also helps you 
sense when to avoid touchy topics.
SAGITTARIUS: Though you may feel that 
everything is going well but, behind closed 
doors, someone is doing you an injustice. Be 
careful how you present any information you 
have, especially if it can influence your position. 
CAPRICORN: In terms of workload, you have 
more than what you can chew, select those that 
offer creative satisfaction and reject the other 
offers. An emotional attachment to someone 
may deter you from seeing what this person is 
actually up to. 
AQUARIUS: As your Moon is in the twelfth 
house, you are prone to emotional deception 
which may lead to a poor decisions regarding a 
past partner. Keep your distance and don’t 
make any moves that you may regret. 
PISCES: Your interest in health and well-being 
may lead you to a surprising new discovery. 
Continue to be dynamic and good to have a 
round. You have already scored the best 
possible. Unexpected guests could drop by. 

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the letters in the circles to 
form the answer to the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as indicated

Rearrange 
the letters in 
the four word  
jumbles, one 
letter to each 
square/circle, 
to make four 
ordinary 
words 

I used to work in a __ ___ 
factory. You couldn’t park 

anywhere near the place. - 
Steven Wright (4,7)

KMAER

GIRTH

AKLDNY

EEORFH

See what the stars have in store for 
you – according to your moon sign*. 
Moon sign is the rashi in which your 
natal Moon is posited on your 
birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, 
which changes signs after 30 days.

*To find your moon sign, you can either 
enter your date, time and place of birth in 
online moon sign calculators or you can 
consult your astrologer.

THE DAILY CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Common
6 “Got other plans, sorry”
10 Low pair
14 Knew the  

answer
15 Drink mentioned in the 

Walker Hayes song 
“Fancy Like”

17 Detroit __: stratified 
automotive paint 
polished and cut for 
jewelry

18 Reptile at Kélonia 
aquarium in Saint-Leu, 
Réunion

19 Spotify playlist that 
calls itself “the most 
influential playlist in 
hip-hop”

21 Trial versions
22 Jazz dance
23 Key st.?
24 “Jeopardy!” champion 

with the show’s second-
longest win streak

30 Speeds
32 Sphere
33 Gesture that means 

“no” in some cultures
35 Lennox of R&B
36 Element in the tale of 

Sleeping Beauty
38 Glop
39 Many a Wiki article
40 Home of the Kaaba
41 Knack
42 Interior support 

structure
46 __-weekly
47 Reclusive sort
49 Like the smell of 

burning plastic
52 Instrument for Seiichi 

Tanaka or Eitetsu 
Hayashi

56 Laxity
58 Yankees manager Aaron
59 Like someone on the 

stand
60 Vocally
61 Private dinner?
62 __ gin
63 Checks

DOWN
1 Red-bellied trout
2 Some improvisation in 

Hindi cinema
3 2002 meta dramedy 

starring Nicolas Cage as 
the film’s screenwriter

4 Light shows?
5 Hot and heavy
6 Mozart’s “__ fan tutte”
7 Vicinity
8 In the vicinity
9 Little one
10 Fine line
11 One joule per  

second
12 Great Plains st.
13 Catches
16 Stunning
20 Biden and Harris, 

initially

23 Toppled
25 Pain in the neck
26 So
27 First man to complete 

tennis’s Surface Slam
28 Shipping center?
29 Top
30 Poke
31 Historical allies of the 

Huron
34 Point
36 Burn slowly
37 Nuisance
41 Slopes conveyance
43 Spots for roasters and 

toasters
44 Large deer
45 “Them’s the breaks”
48 Preparatory period
49 Grad
50 Retinal cell
51 Retinal cells
52 Marsh duck
53 Apropos of
54 “Who __ kidding?”
55 Scrip orders
57 Anti bloc

©2023 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

By Jenna LaFleur 16/12/2023
Friday’s Puzzle Solved

15/12/2023
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TIMES KAKURO Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20

12

Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy Health-
care & Research and the first edition 
of  Suryadatta Global Pharmacon 2023 

was recently inaugurated by the founder of  
Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Deshpande at Bavd-
han campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama  
Chordiya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with 
the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 2023’ 
on this occasion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs to 
make efforts to make medicines available 
to people at affordable prices. Pharmacists 
are making a valuable contribution to keep-
ing society healthy. This pharmacy college 
will create useful and skilled manpower for 

the pharma sector.” 
The former president of  the Pharmacy 

Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felici-
tated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided over 
the programme, mentioned, “India ranks 
third globally in the import-export of  the 
pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vision, ho-
listic development education imparted to  
students and guidance from experts will 
lead to better pharmaceuticals and phar-
macists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we will 
start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

@par_vathy

THE ELF TURNS THE ELF TURNS 
THREE!THREE!TAAPSEE PANNU can’t have 

enough of the sun and sand 
in Maldives. “My favourite 
type of holiday… Main, 
machhi aur paani… One 
place that will attract me to 
go back again n again n 
again (sic),” she wrote with 
an envy-inducing dump of 
pictures 

VARUN TEJ 
and LAVANYA 
TRIPATHI are 
making the 
most of the 
winter with 
their ski trip 
to Lapland. 
“There is no 
such thing as 
too much 
snow,” Varun  
wrote – we 
agree!

Pics: @taapsee@varunkonidela7

@
tr

ip
ti_

d
im

ri

TRIPTI 
DIMRI’s 

throwback 
pictures from 
Switzerland 
vacay are 
dreamy

MOUNTAINS
OR BEACH?

Parvathy 
celebrated her 
fur baby Dobby 
Thiruvothu’s 
third birthday in 
a pawdorable 
way. Taking to 
instagram, she 
wrote ‘Dobbunni, 
the elf who freed 
me (sic)’
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Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy Health-
care & Research and the first edition 
of  Suryadatta Global Pharmacon 2023 

was recently inaugurated by the founder of  
Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Deshpande at Bavd-
han campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama  
Chordiya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with 
the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 2023’ 
on this occasion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs to 
make efforts to make medicines available 
to people at affordable prices. Pharmacists 
are making a valuable contribution to keep-
ing society healthy. This pharmacy college 
will create useful and skilled manpower for 

the pharma sector.” 
The former president of  the Pharmacy 

Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felici-
tated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided over 
the programme, mentioned, “India ranks 
third globally in the import-export of  the 
pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vision, ho-
listic development education imparted to  
students and guidance from experts will 
lead to better pharmaceuticals and phar-
macists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we will 
start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the letters in the circles to form 
the answer to the riddle or to fill in the miss-
ing word as indicated

Rearrange 
the letters in 
the four 
word  
jumbles, 
one letter to 
each 
square/cir-
cle, to make 
four ordi-
nary words 

I used to work in a __ ___ factory. You 
couldn’t park anywhere near the place. - 

Steven Wright (4,7)

SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Maker, right, dankly, hereof
Answer: I used to work in a fire hy-
drant factory. You couldn’t park any-

where near the place. - Steven Wright

SPELLATHON

alloy, ally, clay, cloy, lacy, LOCALLY, loyal

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO
How many words of four or more letters can you make 
from the letters shown in today’s puzzle? In making a 
word, a letter can be used as many times as it appears in 
the puzzle. Each word must contain the central letter. 
There should be at least one seven letter word. Plurals, 
foreign words and proper names are not allowed. British 
English Dictionary is used as reference.

SPELLATHON

Today’s Ratings: 04-average  
05-good  07-outstanding
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Rules

 Connect adjacent dots with vertical or 
horizontal lines, creating a single loop 
(Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches are not allowed 
(As shown by dotted lines in Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle indicate the 
number of lines 
that should sur-
round it, while 
empty cells may 
be surrounded by 
any number of 
lines.

 You can’t draw 
lines around  
zeroes.

 Each puzzle has 
just one unique 
solution.

How to begin:  
Example (Fig A) - 
Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no 
lines can be drawn 
around zero, mark 
crosses around it, as 
shown. Now there is 
a cross in one space around 3. So we know the three lines of 3 can only be 
drawn in the remaining three spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended 
in one direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking crosses in spaces between 
dots where a line isn’t possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch or cause a deadend  
(Fig B).

(Fig A) (Fig B)
Not allowed

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES KAKURO Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20

12

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and 
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers 
in the same row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already 
given in the grid. Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

ARIES: You might get ag-
gravated by unresolved 
domestic matters or a 
slightly over sensitive fam-
ily member. Don’t let emo-
tional troubles interfere 
with what you need to do. 
TAURUS: Although, you 
think your words are clear, 
there are crossed wires in 
your chart. Write down eve-
rything you want to say and 
share it equally, then there 
is no room for mistakes. 
GEMINI: This is a positive 
day to edit phone and 
friendship lists and only 
maintain contact with peo-
ple who really matter. Keep 
your focus. Someone has 
will help you out as well.
CANCER:  This is a great 
time to ask for a raise or to 
make a professional 
change but make sure you 
have a better job to go to before you quit your current 
position. 
LEO: Your forceful positive action is likely to bring 
you in the limelight. You shall be attracted to some-
one who motivates you, but make sure you keep 
things simple. Complicating your personal life will 
not bring good results. 
VIRGO: You have been constantly feeling the great 
urge that change, whether in professional or per-
sonal life, is very much required now. Someone you 
least expect will utilise one of your old ideas for his 
or her own benefit. 
LIBRA:  This may not be the easiest day, but it is the 
most worth-
w h i l e .  Yo u 
learn who is 
good to keep 
close to your 
heart, and who 
you are ready 
to let go. You 
have to push 
forward and 

take action. Work hard. 
SCORPIO: Keep rela-
tionships in the family 
harmonious. Your intui-
tion is working overtime 
and this makes you 
more sensitive to other 
people’s needs and feel-
ings. It also helps you 
sense when to avoid 
touchy topics.
SAGITTARIUS: Though 
you may feel that every-
thing is going well but, 
behind closed doors, 
someone is doing you 
an injustice. Be careful 
how you present any 
information you have, 
especially if it can influ-
ence your position. 
CAPRICORN: In terms of 
workload, you have 
more than what you can 
chew, select those that 

offer creative satisfaction and reject the other offers. 
An emotional attachment to someone may deter you 
from seeing what this person is actually up to. 
AQUARIUS: As your Moon is in the twelfth house, 
you are prone to emotional deception which may 
lead to a poor decisions regarding a past partner. 
Keep your distance and don’t make any moves that 
you may regret. 
PISCES: Your interest in health and well-being may 
lead you to a surprising new discovery. Continue to 
be dynamic and good to have a round. You have 
already scored the best possible. Unexpected guests 
could drop by. 

KMAER

GIRTH

AKLDNY

EEORFH

See what the stars have in store for 
you – according to your moon sign*. 
Moon sign is the rashi in which your 
natal Moon is posited on your 
birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, 
which changes signs after 30 days.

*To find your moon sign, you can either 
enter your date, time and place of birth in 
online moon sign calculators or you can 
consult your astrologer.

ACROSS
1 Common
6 “Got other plans, sorry”
10 Low pair
14 Knew the  

answer
15 Drink mentioned in the 

Walker Hayes song 
“Fancy Like”

17 Detroit __: stratified 
automotive paint 
polished and cut for 
jewelry

18 Reptile at Kélonia 
aquarium in Saint-Leu, 
Réunion

19 Spotify playlist that 
calls itself “the most 
influential playlist in 
hip-hop”

21 Trial versions
22 Jazz dance
23 Key st.?
24 “Jeopardy!” champion 

with the show’s second-
longest win streak

30 Speeds
32 Sphere
33 Gesture that means 

“no” in some cultures
35 Lennox of R&B
36 Element in the tale of 

Sleeping Beauty
38 Glop
39 Many a Wiki article
40 Home of the Kaaba
41 Knack
42 Interior support 

structure
46 __-weekly
47 Reclusive sort
49 Like the smell of 

burning plastic
52 Instrument for Seiichi 

Tanaka or Eitetsu 
Hayashi

56 Laxity
58 Yankees manager Aaron
59 Like someone on the 

stand
60 Vocally
61 Private dinner?
62 __ gin
63 Checks

DOWN
1 Red-bellied trout
2 Some improvisation in 

Hindi cinema
3 2002 meta dramedy 

starring Nicolas Cage as 
the film’s screenwriter

4 Light shows?
5 Hot and heavy
6 Mozart’s “__ fan tutte”
7 Vicinity
8 In the vicinity
9 Little one
10 Fine line
11 One joule per  

second
12 Great Plains st.
13 Catches
16 Stunning
20 Biden and Harris, 

initially

23 Toppled
25 Pain in the neck
26 So
27 First man to complete 

tennis’s Surface Slam
28 Shipping center?
29 Top
30 Poke
31 Historical allies of the 

Huron
34 Point
36 Burn slowly
37 Nuisance
41 Slopes conveyance
43 Spots for roasters and 

toasters
44 Large deer
45 “Them’s the breaks”
48 Preparatory period
49 Grad
50 Retinal cell
51 Retinal cells
52 Marsh duck
53 Apropos of
54 “Who __ kidding?”
55 Scrip orders
57 Anti bloc

©2023 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

By Jenna LaFleur 16/12/2023
Friday’s Puzzle Solved

15/12/2023
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  Nandini Ganguly

Christmas is around the corner, officially marking the 
start to the winter party season. If  your party outfits 
are sorted, here’s how you can jazz your makeup 

game with a dash of  sparkle and trending looks.  

LIPS DON’T LIE, FT. 
KIARA ADVANI
Bolder the lips, the better; that has 
been the mantra in 2023. Opt for 
Kiara’s look with a matte red, berry, 
plum or burgundy lipstick and 
balance it out with a clean face. 
Lots of mascara and fluffy, brushed 
out eyebrows will help seal the look.  

SPARKLING EYES, A LA 
CAMILA AND ALAYA
Christmas is a great excuse to go all out with 
rhinestones and jewel tones. Scattered crystals 

or rhinestones across 
eyelids will up the ante and 
satiate the inner diva in 
you. Whether you go 
minimal or all out depends 
on your outfit and vibe for 
the day! 

GO GLAM 
LIKE GIGI  
Winter and 
Christmas aren’t 
complete without 
some silver or gold 
on your eyelids. 
Choose a shimmery, 
metallic shade, with 
some smoked out 
kohl or eye liner for 
a defined look. Go 
easy with neutral 
lips.  

@patrickta

@mehakoberoi

HAILEY’S SOFT-
GLAM INSPO 
If soft glam is your go-to, then take 
inspiration from Hailey Bieber’s 
recent makeup look. Her glazed 
skin and sparkly yet sophisticated 
glam screams Christmas.
Ensure your face is moisturised 
and looks dewy. A barely-there 
eyeliner, a touch of sparkly 
eyeshadow, well-groomed 
eyebrows, pink blush, and  
berry lips with a stroke of lip oil, 
and you are good to go.  

@
p

at
ric

kt
a

@maryp
hillip

s

@dualipa

Pics: iStock

Christmas makeup Christmas makeup 
styles to nail that styles to nail that 

party lookparty look

‘Tis the season to sparkle 

@haileybieber 

SHINE BRIGHT LIKE DUA AND JLO
Highlighter has been having its moment in 2023. If you want to 
play safe yet add some festive pop to your face, a dose of 
highlighter can be your best bet. Apply a gold, peach or pink 
highlighter to the highest point of your cheek bones and brow 
bones, and see your face shine like a star.  
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SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 
LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Ivied, sissy, putter, period
Answer: Our greatest stupidities 

may be very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

SPELLATHON

clad, clod, coda, cold, dock, load, 
PADLOCK, plod

TIMES KAKURO
Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20
12

Rules
 Connect adjacent dots 
with vertical or horizontal 
lines, creating a single 
loop (Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches 
are not allowed (As 
shown by dotted lines in 
Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle 
indicate the number of 
lines that should sur-
round it, while empty 
cells may be surrounded 
by any number of lines.

 You can’t draw lines 
around zeroes.

 Each puzzle has just one 
unique solution.

How to begin: Example (Fig A) - Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no lines can be drawn around zero, 
mark crosses around it, as shown. Now there is a 
cross in one space around 3. So we know the three 
lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three 

spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended in one 
direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking 
crosses in spaces between dots where a line isn’t 
possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch 
or cause a deadend (Fig B)

LOOP THE LOOP

Not allowed
(Fig B)

(Fig A)

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the let-
ters in the circles to 
form the answer to 
the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as 
indicated

Rearrange the letters in the four word jumbles, one letter to 
each square/circle, to make four ordinary words 

Our greatest ___ may be 
very wise. - Ludwig 

Wittgenstein (11)

DVEII

SYISS

EPRTTU

DOPIER

SPELLATHON
How many words of 
four or more letters can 
you make from the 
letters shown in today’s 
puzzle? In making a 
word, a letter can be 
used as many times as 
it appears in the puzzle. 
Each word must 
contain the central 
letter. There should be 
at least one seven 
letter word. Plurals, 
foreign words and 
proper names are not 
allowed. British English 
Dictionary is used as 
reference.

Today’s Ratings: 
05-average  06-good  

08-outstanding

D

K

LP

AO

C

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and every 
3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers in the same 
row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already given in the grid. 
Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy Health-
care & Research and the first edition 
of  Suryadatta Global Pharmacon 2023 

was recently inaugurated by the founder of  
Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Deshpande at  
Bavdhan campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama  
Chordiya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with 
the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 2023’ 
on this occasion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs to 
make efforts to make medicines available 
to people at affordable prices. Pharmacists 
are making a valuable contribution to keep-
ing society healthy. This pharmacy college 
will create useful and skilled manpower for 

the pharma sector.” 
The former president of  the Pharmacy 

Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant.  
Bal Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were  
felicitated with the ‘Suryabharat Sury-
agaurav Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who pre-
sided over the programme, mentioned, “In-
dia ranks third globally in the import-ex-
port of  the pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s 
vision, holistic development education im-
parted to students and guidance from ex-
perts will lead to better pharmaceuticals 
and pharmacists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we will 
start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

The Amazon rainforest 
is estimated to have 
16,000 tree species

iStock

Apart from being 
home to thou-
sands of  tree spe-

cies, the Amazon rainfor-
est is said to have 390 bil-
lion trees. These trees in-
fluence rainfall cycles 
throughout South Amer-
ica by releasing 20 billion 
tonnes of  water into the 
air every day. Remarkably, 
a single large tree can re-
lease over 1,000 litres of  
water in 24 hours – 
enough to fill 10 average-
sized bathtubs. 

The Amazon is also 
thought to be home to 
10% of  known species on 
Earth. Incredibly, a new 
species of  animal or 
plant is discovered in the 
Amazon every other day 
on average.

Daily meditation can boost Daily meditation can boost 
your cognitive abilitiesyour cognitive abilities
A recent study has shed light on 

the remarkable benefits of  dai-
ly meditation practice. Contra-

ry to popular belief, the study found 
that meditation not only promotes re-
laxation and mental clarity, but also 
provides a range of  other advantages 
that were previously unrecognised.

The research, conducted by a team 
of  neuroscience experts, involved a 
comprehensive analysis of  partici-
pants who engaged in daily medita-
tion for a period of  three months. The 
findings of  the study reveal that reg-
ular meditation boosts cognitive abil-
ities, such as memory and attention 
span, by increasing neural plasticity 
in the brain.

Furthermore, the study revealed 
that daily meditation can significant-
ly reduce stress levels. Participants 
reported experiencing a greater sense 
of  calmness and emotional stability 
after incorporating meditation into 
their daily routines. Moreover, the re-
search said that meditation could be 
done by people of  all ages. With so 
many guided meditation apps and 
videos available, it is easy to start 
your meditation journey.

Agencies

By enhancing 
cognitive abilities, 

reducing stress 
levels and 

improving physical 
health, meditation 
is a valuable tool 

for holistic  
well-being

REGULAR MEDITATION ASSOCIATED WITH LOWER 
BLOOD PRESSURE
In addition to cognitive and emotional benefits, regular meditation is associated 
with lower blood pressure, improved sleep quality and enhanced overall well-
being. The findings suggest that incorporating meditation into one’s lifestyle may 
offer a holistic approach to maintaining 

iStock

A productive start 
to the week, Mon-
day will be favour-
a b l e  i n  a l l  

professional as well 
as personal matters. 
Traders and commis-
sion agents profit un-

der the current planetary conditions. 
A good period for those wanting to 
pursue higher studies and also for 
those wanting to travel abroad,  
influences of  Jupiter on Sun and 
Mercury are quite good. Those in the 
education/knowledge/literary  
professions will have an actively  
productive phase. Your love life shall 
also look much better. Avoid conflicts 
towards the end of  the week, as ex-
penses mount. Tuesday/Wednesday 
are days of  heavy expenses and pos-
sibly losses too, some mental tensions 
on account of  domestic matters too 
are seen. Thursday onwards is a more 
relaxed phase, you can look for a 
short holiday. 

Except for the Sun, none 
of  the planets have 
changed. However, the 

Moon moves in favour-
able houses for you 
this week. Career and 
professional matters 
look good on Monday/
Tuesday, reaching out 

to customers, negotiations and publici-
ty/advertising of  business/products on 
these days will get favourable results. 
New jobs too are possible due to Jupiter’s 
aspect on Venus and the Sun/Mercury. 
Financial prospects are good this week, 
Wednesday/Thursday are especially re-
warding, and friends will be very help-
ful in furthering your interests. Health 
caution for you continues. Interest in oc-
cult matters grow. 

Your sign is retro in the 
seventh house now, 
partnerships and alli-
ances will be under 
pressure. Romance 

flourishes. Your ten-
dency to overreact 
could get you into trou-
ble on Monday/Tues-
day. Plan your week 

carefully. In your work life, things could 
get busy, so you might want to tidy up 
your work area so you can be ready for 
the onslaught. Look at investing in prop-
erty outside of  your area. Good friends 
will give you honest answers. Travel will 
promote new romantic connections. You 
may find that your mate is well aware of  
the circumstances. Your social life is 
abuzz right now, which is feeding you val-
uable positive energy from other people.

You need to be cautious 
around Monday/Tues-

day, don’t force things as 
everything can backfire. 
Instead, maintain an 

even pace, and discover 
what a situation holds for 
you. You could feel as if  
someone has pushed you 

too far for your own good. Remain in 
touch with your needs. Listen to  
feedback, but know that you don’t need 
to embrace any of  it. However, from 
Wednesday, everything eases out, travel 
and holidays, followed by business/work 
meetings on Friday/Saturday are indi-
cated. Love affairs show some improve-
ment, however, as Mars is still combust-
ing, be careful of  the sensitivities of  the 
other side. A loved one touches you emo-
tionally through a statement or gift. You 
have a lot on your mind to think about 
and consider. 

The week starts on a bit of  a confusing 
note, which lasts till Wednesday. You 
might wonder which way to go to succeed 

and fulfill others’ expecta-
tions. Your instincts will 
point you in the right di-
rection, Don’t overthink a 
personal matter. Sun, Mer-

cury and Venus are aspect-
ed by Jupiter, not only does 
your social life improve 
from mid week, but short 

travel too are under good influence. Re-
lations with neighbours improve. A good 
time for negotiation disputes contract 
terms. Success comes through one-on-
one relating. When you speak, you make 
quite an impression. Don’t be too de-
manding in your expectations of  others. 

Health too improves. 

Continue to concentrate 
on your work as it will 
yield rich financial div-
idends. Barring Friday/
Saturday, the rest of  the 
week is good and fruit-
ful, so make plans ac-
cordingly. Relatives and 

friends will visit your home too. A lot of  
domestic work will need to be worked on 
now in this retro Mercury phase and 
many issues will be sorted out too. Love 
matters continue to remain hazy. Friends 
continue to be supportive. You can expect 
financial gains from the western direc-
tion. A recent success will give you the 
confidence to make a bold move. A busi-
ness rival is in a competitive frame of  
mind. Much to the surprise of  those who 
know you well, you will match their chal-
lenges equally. You know what you want 
and you’re determined to get it. 

This is a super week 
for you and you shall 
be in the news for all 

the good reasons, 
fame and limelight 

are in store. Hard 
work done in the past 
is now bringing you 
smart rewards. Those 

in business will get new contracts, if  
looking for new job changes, this is the 
right time to do so, those in existing jobs 
will get appreciation from senior man-
agement. Everything goes right for you 
now, complete whatever seemed very dif-
ficult earlier, as you have the luck on your 
side to do so. 

Career issues take centre 
stage, favour from sen-
iors, government and the 
political class are indi-
cated as per the strata of  
society you are posi-

tioned in. Mercury is 
quite favourable to 
you now, finances im-
prove and so are fi-

nancial opportunities. Making an emo-
tional commitment to your long-term 
goals comes easily now. A meeting and/
or a group of  friends support you even if  

they don’t agree with you. They let 
you know where they are coming 
from and why. 

You feel better and 
more positive, de-

spite having a 
very frustrating 

time in the last few 
months. Ex-
penses wil l 
still be on the 
higher side. 

There shall be help of  some influen-
tial lady in your matters regarding 
to gain. Monday/Tuesday are action 
days, exploit this week to touch base 
with important people before they go 
away on a heist-mad holiday.

 Though career matters 
look good and gains are 
also indicated this 
week, the stats indi-
cate that your health 

will fluctuate, perhaps 
due to weather distur-

bances. Take spe-
cial care of  your 

eyes. Monday/Tuesday will see you with 
low energy levels so it is better not to do 
any important meetings/presentations, 
oral interviews or public discussions of  
any kind. Wednesday/Thursday will see 
you back in an energetic drive that shall 
be good for negotiations/finalisation/dis-
cussions of  difficult contract terms etc 
real estate transactions look profitable. 
Expenses mount, done on account of  gov-
ernment expenditures/bribes and oth-
ers for charitable purposes. Do not guar-
antee anyone’s bail or loan application 
as that can land you in serious trouble 
later. Charity and yagnas/poojas done 
now will give excellent results due to the 
aspect of  Jupiter on Venus.

Travel stars are favoura-
bly aligned for you, 
whether for pleasure or 
spiritual purposes. A 
delightful and eventful 

phase of  your life is on 
right now. Wednes-
day/Thursday are 
the most construc-

tive days of  the week for you. Just be-
cause it seems like you can operate on 
four hours of  sleep does not mean you 
have the stamina to do so. Think of  your 
pleasure as an interval workout instead 
of  a marathon. The planetary influenc-
es for the week incline you towards out-
ward-going social activities. It’s a time to 
solve mysteries, ask friends what they 
think, and consult the experts. Friends 
and influential people will be favourably 
disposed towards you. 

Sun and Mercury are firm-
ly placed in the 10th 
house and that’s good 
news for your career, 
you shall be in an au-

thoritative position at 
work/business. Those 
looking for jobs can cer-
tainly find their dream 
job as Jupiter has a be-

nign glance on your career house where 
Sun and Mercury are currently placed. 
A time to take risks, you will head in a 
new direction differently. Your thinking 
and orchestrating of  ideas seem to have 
taken on a new pace. Mars, though com-
bust, is now in your friendship sector, 
away from the Sun, allowing greater give-
and-take with friends. You will learn a 
lot about a mutual acquaintance without 
even having to initiate a discussion. You 
often mix friendship and work, or you get 
friends involved when pursuing a profes-
sional goal. Barring Monday/Tuesday, 
the rest of  the week is very profitable. Ve-
nus in the eighth house aspected by Ju-
piter gives you terrific intuition as well 
as premonitory dreams.

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

VIRGO

LIBRA

PISCES

AQUARIUS

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your date, 
time and place of birth in online moon sign calculators or 
you can consult your astrologer.

See what the stars have in store for you – 
according to your moon sign*. Moon sign is 
the rashi in which your natal Moon is posited 
on your birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, which 
changes signs after 30 days.

ARIES
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SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 
LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Ivied, sissy, putter, period
Answer: Our greatest stupidities 

may be very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

SPELLATHON

clad, clod, coda, cold, dock, load, 
PADLOCK, plod

TIMES KAKURO
Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20
12

Rules
 Connect adjacent dots 

with vertical or horizontal 
lines, creating a single 
loop (Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches 
are not allowed (As 
shown by dotted lines in 
Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle 
indicate the number of 
lines that should sur-
round it, while empty 
cells may be surrounded 
by any number of lines.

 You can’t draw lines 
around zeroes.

 Each puzzle has just one 
unique solution.

How to begin: Example (Fig A) - Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no lines can be drawn around zero, 
mark crosses around it, as shown. Now there is a 
cross in one space around 3. So we know the three 
lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three 

spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended in one 
direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking 
crosses in spaces between dots where a line isn’t 
possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch 
or cause a deadend (Fig B)

LOOP THE LOOP

Not allowed
(Fig B)

(Fig A)

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the let-
ters in the circles to 
form the answer to 
the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as 
indicated

Rearrange the letters in the four word jumbles, one letter to 
each square/circle, to make four ordinary words 

Our greatest ___ may be 
very wise. - Ludwig 

Wittgenstein (11)

DVEII

SYISS

EPRTTU

DOPIER

SPELLATHON
How many words of 
four or more letters can 
you make from the 
letters shown in today’s 
puzzle? In making a 
word, a letter can be 
used as many times as 
it appears in the puzzle. 
Each word must 
contain the central 
letter. There should be 
at least one seven 
letter word. Plurals, 
foreign words and 
proper names are not 
allowed. British English 
Dictionary is used as 
reference.

Today’s Ratings: 
05-average  06-good  

08-outstanding

D

K

LP

AO

C

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and every 
3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers in the same 
row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already given in the grid. 
Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy Health-
care & Research and the first edition 
of  Suryadatta Global Pharmacon 2023 

was recently inaugurated by the founder of  
Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Deshpande at  
Bavdhan campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama  
Chordiya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with 
the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 2023’ 
on this occasion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs to 
make efforts to make medicines available 
to people at affordable prices. Pharmacists 
are making a valuable contribution to keep-
ing society healthy. This pharmacy college 
will create useful and skilled manpower for 

the pharma sector.” 
The former president of  the Pharmacy 

Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felici-
tated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided over 
the programme, mentioned, “India ranks 
third globally in the import-export of  the 
pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vision, ho-
listic development education imparted to  
students and guidance from experts will 
lead to better pharmaceuticals and phar-
macists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we will 
start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

The Amazon rainforest 
is estimated to have 
16,000 tree species

iStock

Apart from being 
home to thou-
sands of  tree spe-

cies, the Amazon rainfor-
est is said to have 390 bil-
lion trees. These trees in-
fluence rainfall cycles 
throughout South Amer-
ica by releasing 20 billion 
tonnes of  water into the 
air every day. Remarkably, 
a single large tree can re-
lease over 1,000 litres of  
water in 24 hours – 
enough to fill 10 average-
sized bathtubs. 

The Amazon is also 
thought to be home to 
10% of  known species on 
Earth. Incredibly, a new 
species of  animal or 
plant is discovered in the 
Amazon every other day 
on average.

Daily meditation can boost Daily meditation can boost 
your cognitive abilitiesyour cognitive abilities
A recent study has shed light on 

the remarkable benefits of  dai-
ly meditation practice. Contra-

ry to popular belief, the study found 
that meditation not only promotes re-
laxation and mental clarity, but also 
provides a range of  other advantages 
that were previously unrecognised.

The research, conducted by a team 
of  neuroscience experts, involved a 
comprehensive analysis of  partici-
pants who engaged in daily medita-
tion for a period of  three months. The 
findings of  the study reveal that reg-
ular meditation boosts cognitive abil-
ities, such as memory and attention 
span, by increasing neural plasticity 
in the brain.

Furthermore, the study revealed 
that daily meditation can significant-
ly reduce stress levels. Participants 
reported experiencing a greater sense 
of  calmness and emotional stability 
after incorporating meditation into 
their daily routines. Moreover, the re-
search said that meditation could be 
done by people of  all ages. With so 
many guided meditation apps and 
videos available, it is easy to start 
your meditation journey.

Agencies

By enhancing 
cognitive abilities, 

reducing stress 
levels and 

improving physical 
health, meditation 
is a valuable tool 

for holistic  
well-being

REGULAR MEDITATION ASSOCIATED WITH LOWER 
BLOOD PRESSURE
In addition to cognitive and emotional benefits, regular meditation is associated 
with lower blood pressure, improved sleep quality and enhanced overall well-
being. The findings suggest that incorporating meditation into one’s lifestyle may 
offer a holistic approach to maintaining 

iStock

A productive start 
to the week, Mon-
day will be favour-
able in all profes-

sional as well as 
personal matters. 
Traders and commis-
sion agents profit un-

der the current planetary conditions. 
A good period for those wanting to 
pursue higher studies and also for 
those wanting to travel abroad, influ-
ences of  Jupiter on Sun and Mercu-
ry are quite good. Those in the edu-
cation/knowledge/literary profes-
sions will have an actively productive 
phase. Your love life shall also look 
much better. Avoid conflicts towards 
the end of  the week, as expenses 
mount. Tuesday/Wednesday are days 
of  heavy expenses and possibly loss-
es too, some mental tensions on ac-
count of  domestic matters too are 
seen. Thursday onwards is a more re-
laxed phase, you can look for a short 
holiday. 

Except for the Sun, none 
of  the planets have 
changed. However, the 

Moon moves in favour-
able houses for you 
this week. Career and 
professional matters 
look good on Monday/
Tuesday, reaching out 

to customers, negotiations and publici-
ty/advertising of  business/products on 
these days will get favourable results. 
New jobs too are possible due to Jupiter’s 
aspect on Venus and the Sun/Mercury. 
Financial prospects are good this week, 
Wednesday/Thursday are especially re-
warding, and friends will be very help-
ful in furthering your interests. Health 
caution for you continues. Interest in oc-
cult matters grow. 

Your sign is retro in the 
seventh house now, 
partnerships and alli-
ances will be under 
pressure. Romance 

flourishes. Your ten-
dency to overreact 
could get you into trou-
ble on Monday/Tues-
day. Plan your week 

carefully. In your work life, things could 
get busy, so you might want to tidy up 
your work area so you can be ready for 
the onslaught. Look at investing in prop-
erty outside of  your area. Good friends 
will give you honest answers. Travel will 
promote new romantic connections. You 
may find that your mate is well aware of  
the circumstances. Your social life is 
abuzz right now, which is feeding you val-
uable positive energy from other people.

You need to be cautious 
around Monday/Tues-

day, don’t force things as 
everything can backfire. 
Instead, maintain an 

even pace, and discover 
what a situation holds for 
you. You could feel as if  
someone has pushed you 

too far for your own good. Remain in 
touch with your needs. Listen to feed-
back, but know that you don’t need to em-
brace any of  it. However, from Wednes-
day, everything eases out, travel and hol-
idays, followed by business/work meet-
ings on Friday/Saturday are indicated. 
Love affairs show some improvement, 
however, as Mars is still combusting, be 
careful of  the sensitivities of  the other 
side. A loved one touches you emotional-
ly through a statement or gift. You have 
a lot on your mind to think about and con-
sider. 

The week starts on a bit of  a confusing 
note, which lasts till Wednesday. You 
might wonder which way to go to succeed 

and fulfill others’ expecta-
tions. Your instincts will 
point you in the right di-
rection, Don’t overthink a 
personal matter. Sun, Mer-

cury and Venus are aspect-
ed by Jupiter, not only does 
your social life improve 
from mid week, but short 

travel too are under good influence. Re-
lations with neighbours improve. A good 
time for negotiation disputes contract 
terms. Success comes through one-on-
one relating. When you speak, you make 
quite an impression. Don’t be too de-
manding in your expectations of  others. 

Health too improves. 

Continue to concentrate 
on your work as it will 
yield rich financial div-
idends. Barring Friday/
Saturday, the rest of  the 
week is good and fruit-
ful, so make plans ac-
cordingly. Relatives and 

friends will visit your home too. A lot of  
domestic work will need to be worked on 
now in this retro Mercury phase and 
many issues will be sorted out too. Love 
matters continue to remain hazy. Friends 
continue to be supportive. You can expect 
financial gains from the western direc-
tion. A recent success will give you the 
confidence to make a bold move. A busi-
ness rival is in a competitive frame of  
mind. Much to the surprise of  those who 
know you well, you will match their chal-
lenges equally. You know what you want 
and you’re determined to get it. 

This is a super week 
for you and you shall 
be in the news for all 

the good reasons, 
fame and limelight 

are in store. Hard 
work done in the past 
is now bringing you 
smart rewards. Those 

in business will get new contracts, if  
looking for new job changes, this is the 
right time to do so, those in existing jobs 
will get appreciation from senior man-
agement. Everything goes right for you 
now, complete whatever seemed very dif-
ficult earlier, as you have the luck on your 
side to do so. 

Career issues take centre 
stage, favour from sen-
iors, government and the 
political class are indi-
cated as per the strata of  
society you are posi-

tioned in. Mercury is 
quite favourable to 
you now, finances im-
prove and so are fi-

nancial opportunities. Making an emo-
tional commitment to your long-term 
goals comes easily now. A meeting and/
or a group of  friends support you even if  

they don’t agree with you. They let 
you know where they are coming 
from and why. 

You feel better and 
more positive, de-

spite having a 
very frustrating 

time in the last few 
months. Ex-
penses wil l 
still be on the 
higher side. 

There shall be help of  some influen-
tial lady in your matters regarding 
to gain. Monday/Tuesday are action 
days, exploit this week to touch base 
with important people before they go 
away on a heist-mad holiday.

 Though career matters 
look good and gains are 
also indicated this 
week, the stats indi-
cate that your health 

will fluctuate, perhaps 
due to weather distur-

bances. Take spe-
cial care of  your 

eyes. Monday/Tuesday will see you with 
low energy levels so it is better not to do 
any important meetings/presentations, 
oral interviews or public discussions of  
any kind. Wednesday/Thursday will see 
you back in an energetic drive that shall 
be good for negotiations/finalisation/dis-
cussions of  difficult contract terms etc 
real estate transactions look profitable. 
Expenses mount, done on account of  gov-
ernment expenditures/bribes and oth-
ers for charitable purposes. Do not guar-
antee anyone’s bail or loan application 
as that can land you in serious trouble 
later. Charity and yagnas/poojas done 
now will give excellent results due to the 
aspect of  Jupiter on Venus.

Travel stars are favoura-
bly aligned for you, 
whether for pleasure or 
spiritual purposes. A 
delightful and eventful 

phase of  your life is on 
right now. Wednes-
day/Thursday are 
the most construc-

tive days of  the week for you. Just be-
cause it seems like you can operate on 
four hours of  sleep does not mean you 
have the stamina to do so. Think of  your 
pleasure as an interval workout instead 
of  a marathon. The planetary influenc-
es for the week incline you towards out-
ward-going social activities. It’s a time to 
solve mysteries, ask friends what they 
think, and consult the experts. Friends 
and influential people will be favourably 
disposed towards you. 

Sun and Mercury are firm-
ly placed in the 10th 
house and that’s good 
news for your career, 
you shall be in an au-

thoritative position at 
work/business. Those 
looking for jobs can cer-
tainly find their dream 
job as Jupiter has a be-

nign glance on your career house where 
Sun and Mercury are currently placed. 
A time to take risks, you will head in a 
new direction differently. Your thinking 
and orchestrating of  ideas seem to have 
taken on a new pace. Mars, though com-
bust, is now in your friendship sector, 
away from the Sun, allowing greater give-
and-take with friends. You will learn a 
lot about a mutual acquaintance without 
even having to initiate a discussion. You 
often mix friendship and work, or you get 
friends involved when pursuing a profes-
sional goal. Barring Monday/Tuesday, 
the rest of  the week is very profitable. Ve-
nus in the eighth house aspected by Ju-
piter gives you terrific intuition as well 
as premonitory dreams.

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

VIRGO

LIBRA

PISCES

AQUARIUS

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your date, 
time and place of birth in online moon sign calculators or 
you can consult your astrologer.

See what the stars have in store for you – 
according to your moon sign*. Moon sign is 
the rashi in which your natal Moon is posited 
on your birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, which 
changes signs after 30 days.

ARIES
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VARIETY

Rules

 Connect adjacent dots with vertical or 
horizontal lines, creating a single loop (Fig 

A). 
 Crossovers or branches are not allowed 

(As shown by dotted lines in Fig B).
 Numbers in the puzzle indicate the num-

ber of lines that 
should surround it, 
while empty cells 
may be surrounded 
by any number of 
lines.

 You can’t draw 
l i n e s  a r o u n d  
zeroes.

 Each puzzle has 
just one unique 
solution.

How to  beg in :  
Example (Fig A) - Be-
gin with the zero next 
to 3. Since no lines 
can be drawn around 
zero, mark crosses 
around it, as shown. 
Now there is a cross 
in one space around 
3. So we know the three lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three 
spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended in one direction each. Continue, 
using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking crosses in spaces between 
dots where a line isn’t possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch or cause a deadend  
(Fig B).

(Fig A) (Fig B)
Not allowed

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and 
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers 
in the same row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already 
given in the grid. Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

SPELLATHON

How many words of four or more letters 
can you make from the letters shown in 
today’s puzzle? In making a word, a letter 
can be used as many times as it appears 
in the puzzle. Each word must contain the 
central letter. There should be at least one 
seven letter word. Plurals, foreign words 
and proper names are not allowed. British 
English Dictionary is used as reference.

Today’s Ratings: 
04-average  05-good  

07-outstanding

ARIES: You might get aggravated by unresolved 
domestic matters or a slightly over sensitive fam-
ily member. Don’t let emotional troubles interfere 
with what you need to do. 
TAURUS: Although, you think your words are clear, 
there are crossed wires in your chart. Write down 
everything you want to say and share it equally, 
then there is no room for mistakes. GEMINI: This 
is a positive day to edit phone and friendship lists 
and only maintain contact with people who re-
ally matter. Keep your focus. Someone has will 
help you out as well.
CANCER:  This is a great time to ask for a raise 
or to make a professional change but make sure 
you have a better job to go to before you quit your 
current position. 
LEO: Your forceful positive action is likely to bring 

you in the limelight. You shall be attracted to 
someone who motivates you, but make sure you 
keep things simple. Complicating your personal 
life will not bring good results. 
VIRGO: You have been constantly feeling the great 
urge that change, whether in professional or 
personal life, is very much required now. Some-
one you least expect will utilise one of your old 
ideas for his or her own benefit. 
LIBRA:  This may not be the easiest day, but it is 
the most worthwhile. You learn who is good to 
keep close to your heart, and who you are ready 
to let go. You have to push forward and take ac-
tion. Work hard. 
SCORPIO: Keep relationships in the family har-
monious. Your intuition is working overtime and 
this makes you more sensitive to other people’s 
needs and feelings. It also helps you sense when 
to avoid touchy topics.
SAGITTARIUS: Though you may feel that every-
thing is going well but, behind closed doors, 
someone is doing you an injustice. Be careful how 
you present any information you have, espe-
cially if it can influence your position. 
CAPRICORN: In terms of workload, you have more 
than what you can chew, select those that offer 
creative satisfaction and reject the other offers. 
An emotional attachment to someone may deter 
you from seeing what this person is actually up 
to. 
AQUARIUS: As your Moon is in the twelfth house, 
you are prone to emotional deception which may 
lead to a poor decisions regarding a past partner. 
Keep your distance and don’t make any moves 
that you may regret. 
PISCES: Your interest in health and well-being 
may lead you to a surprising new discovery. Con-
tinue to be dynamic and good to have a round. 
You have already scored the best possible. Un-
expected guests could drop by. 

See what the stars have in store for 
you – according to your moon sign*. 
Moon sign is the rashi in which your 
natal Moon is posited on your 
birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, 
which changes signs after 30 days.

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your 
date, time and place of birth in online moon sign 
calculators or you can consult your astrologer.

SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Maker, right, dankly, hereof
Answer: I used to work in a fire hy-
drant factory. You couldn’t park any-

where near the place. - Steven Wright

SPELLATHON

alloy, ally, clay, cloy, lacy, LOCALLY, loyal

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

LOOP THE LOOP

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the letters in the circles to form the 
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing word 
as indicated

Rearrange the 
letters in the 
four word  
jumbles, one 
letter to each 
square/circle, to 
make four ordi-
nary words 

I used to work in a __ ___ factory. 
You couldn’t park anywhere near 
the place. - Steven Wright (4,7)

KMAER

GIRTH

AKLDNY

EEORFH

THE DAILY CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Common
6 “Got other plans, sorry”
10 Low pair
14 Knew the  

answer
15 Drink mentioned in the 

Walker Hayes song 
“Fancy Like”

17 Detroit __: stratified 
automotive paint 
polished and cut for 
jewelry

18 Reptile at Kélonia 
aquarium in Saint-Leu, 
Réunion

19 Spotify playlist that 
calls itself “the most 
influential playlist in 
hip-hop”

21 Trial versions
22 Jazz dance
23 Key st.?
24 “Jeopardy!” champion 

with the show’s second-
longest win streak

30 Speeds
32 Sphere
33 Gesture that means 

“no” in some cultures
35 Lennox of R&B
36 Element in the tale of 

Sleeping Beauty
38 Glop
39 Many a Wiki article
40 Home of the Kaaba
41 Knack
42 Interior support 

structure
46 __-weekly
47 Reclusive sort
49 Like the smell of 

burning plastic
52 Instrument for Seiichi 

Tanaka or Eitetsu 
Hayashi

56 Laxity
58 Yankees manager Aaron
59 Like someone on the 

stand
60 Vocally
61 Private dinner?
62 __ gin
63 Checks

DOWN
1 Red-bellied trout
2 Some improvisation in 

Hindi cinema
3 2002 meta dramedy 

starring Nicolas Cage as 
the film’s screenwriter

4 Light shows?
5 Hot and heavy
6 Mozart’s “__ fan tutte”
7 Vicinity
8 In the vicinity
9 Little one
10 Fine line
11 One joule per  

second
12 Great Plains st.
13 Catches
16 Stunning
20 Biden and Harris, 

initially

23 Toppled
25 Pain in the neck
26 So
27 First man to complete 

tennis’s Surface Slam
28 Shipping center?
29 Top
30 Poke
31 Historical allies of the 

Huron
34 Point
36 Burn slowly
37 Nuisance
41 Slopes conveyance
43 Spots for roasters and 

toasters
44 Large deer
45 “Them’s the breaks”
48 Preparatory period
49 Grad
50 Retinal cell
51 Retinal cells
52 Marsh duck
53 Apropos of
54 “Who __ kidding?”
55 Scrip orders
57 Anti bloc

©2023 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

By Jenna LaFleur 16/12/2023
Friday’s Puzzle Solved

15/12/2023
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TIMES KAKURO Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20
12

Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy Health-
care & Research and the first edition 
of  Suryadatta Global Pharmacon 2023 

was recently inaugurated by the founder of  
Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Deshpande at Bavd-
han campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama  
Chordiya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with 
the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 2023’ 
on this occasion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs to 
make efforts to make medicines available 
to people at affordable prices. Pharmacists 
are making a valuable contribution to keep-
ing society healthy. This pharmacy college 
will create useful and skilled manpower for 

the pharma sector.” 
The former president of  the Pharmacy 

Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felici-
tated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided over 
the programme, mentioned, “India ranks 
third globally in the import-export of  the 
pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vision, ho-
listic development education imparted to  
students and guidance from experts will 
lead to better pharmaceuticals and phar-
macists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we will 
start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

  Nandini Ganguly

Christmas is around the corner, officially marking the 
start to the winter party season. If  your party outfits 
are sorted, here’s how you can jazz your makeup game 

with a dash of  sparkle and trending looks.  

LIPS DON’T LIE, FT. KIARA 
ADVANI
Bolder the lips, the better; that has been the 
mantra in 2023. Opt for Kiara’s look with a 
matte red, berry, plum or burgundy lipstick 
and balance it out with a clean face. Lots of 
mascara and fluffy, brushed out eyebrows 
will help seal the look.  

SPARKLING EYES, A LA 
CAMILA AND ALAYA
Christmas is a great excuse to go all out 
with rhinestones and jewel tones. 
Scattered crystals or rhinestones across 
eyelids will up the ante and satiate the 
inner diva in you. Whether you go 
minimal or all out depends on your 
outfit and vibe for the day! 

GO GLAM LIKE 
GIGI  
Winter and Christmas 
aren’t complete without 
some silver or gold on 
your eyelids. Choose a 
shimmery, metallic shade, 
with some smoked out 
kohl or eye liner for a 
defined look. Go easy 
with neutral lips.  

@patrickta

@mehakoberoi

HAILEY’S SOFT-GLAM INSPO 
If soft glam is your go-to, then take 
inspiration from Hailey Bieber’s recent 
makeup look. Her glazed skin and 
sparkly yet sophisticated glam screams 
Christmas.
Ensure your face is moisturised and 
looks dewy. A barely-there eyeliner, a 
touch of sparkly eyeshadow, well-groomed 
eyebrows, pink blush, and  
berry lips with a stroke of lip oil, and you 
are good to go.  

@
p

at
ric

kt
a

@dualipa

Pics: iStock

Christmas makeup Christmas makeup 
styles to nail that styles to nail that 

party lookparty look

‘Tis the season to sparkle 

@haileybieber 

SHINE BRIGHT LIKE DUA AND JLO
Highlighter has been having its moment in 2023. If 

you want to play safe yet add some 
festive pop to your face, a 

dose of highlighter can 
be your best bet. 

Apply a gold, peach 
or pink highlighter 
to the highest point 
of your cheek 
bones and brow 

bones, and 
see your face 

shine like a star.  
@maryphillip

s

Compiled by: Shourya Jha

Parvathy celebrated her fur 
baby Dobby Thiruvothu’s 
third birthday in a 
pawdorable way. Taking to 
instagram, she wrote 
‘Dobbunni, the elf who 
freed me (sic)’

@par_vathy

THE ELF THE ELF 
TURNS TURNS 
THREE!THREE!
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SPELLATHON

How many words of four 
or more letters can you 
make from the letters 
shown in today’s puzzle? 
In making a word, a letter 
can be used as many 
times as it appears in the 
puzzle. Each word must 
contain the central letter. 
There should be at least 
one seven letter word. 
Plurals, foreign words and 
proper names are not 
allowed. British English 
Dictionary is used as 
reference.

Today’s Ratings: 
05-average  06-good  

08-outstanding

D

K
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C

Honda Bigwing CB350 was launched in style
The Honda BigWing 

CB350, a stylish 
retro-classic mo-

torcycle, was launched at 
the Times Hospitality 
Icons Odisha 2023. It was 
launched in the presence 
of  Shiv Singh, area in-
charge - PMB, Honda Big-
Wing, Bulu Patnaik (pop-
ularly known as Bulu Bik-
er) & Rajan Gugnani, MD, 
Gugnani Group.

The motorcycle seam-
lessly blends modern 
features with a classic 
design. Its 350cc, SI En-
gine ensures a harmoni-
ous blend of  perfor-

mance and efficiency. Notable 
features encompass LED light-
ing, HSVCS digital instrument 
cluster, and dual-channel ABS, 
enhancing safety and function-
ality. The CB350 aspires to de-
liver a pleasurable riding ex-
perience with a nostalgic 
touch, striking a balance be-
tween comfort and enjoyment. 
The ex-showroom price is 
`1,99,990*, and prospective 
buyers can explore an array of  
variants and colors available 
to suit their preferences 
and style.

Address: Honda BigWing 
Bhubaneswar North, 
Patia, Bhubaneswar

Shiv Singh, area incharge, PMB, Honda BigWing 
(second from left), Bulu Patnaik, also known as Bulu 
Biker (third from left) & Rajan Gugnani, MD, Gugnani 
Group (third from right) at the launch event

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research
Suryadatta Col-

lege of  Phar-
macy Health-

care & Research and 
the first edition of  
Suryadatta Global 
Pharmacon 2023 was 
recently inaugurated 
by the founder of  Ge-
neric Aadhaar, Arjun 
Deshpande at Bavd-
han campus. 

Also present on the 
occasion were found-
er and president of  
the Suryadatta Edu-
cation Foundation, 
professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama Chordiya and professor 
Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with the ‘Dhanwan-
tari Global Icon Award 2023’ on this occasion, shared, “The 
pharmaceutical and pharmacist community needs to make 
efforts to make medicines available to people at afforda-
ble prices. Pharmacists are making a valuable contribu-
tion to keeping society healthy. This pharmacy college will 

create useful and skilled 
manpower for the phar-
ma sector.” 

The former president 
of  the Pharmacy Coun-
cil of  India, Dr Chandra-
kant Kokate, actor 
Sharad Sankla, ACP Ma-
heshkumar Sartape, di-
rector Delcons Consult-
ant. Bal Kulkarni, and 
Prasanna Patil were fe-
licitated with the ‘Sury-
abharat Suryagaurav 
S a n m a n - 2 0 2 3 ’ .  D r 
Kokate, who presided 
over the programme, 
mentioned, “India ranks 

third globally in the import-export of  the pharma indus-
try. Dr Chordiya’s vision, holistic development education 
imparted to students and guidance from experts will lead 
to better pharmaceuticals and pharmacists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to prioritise re-
search, innovation, and entrepreneurship in this college. 
For this, we will start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant 
Kokate, Mahesh Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala
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SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Ivied, sissy, putter, period
Answer: Our greatest stupidities 

may be very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

SPELLATHON

clad, clod, coda, cold, dock, load, 
PADLOCK, plod

TIMES KAKURO
Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20

12

Rules

 Connect adjacent dots 
with vertical or horizontal 
lines, creating a single 
loop (Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches 
are not allowed (As 
shown by dotted lines in 
Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle 
indicate the number of 
lines that should sur-
round it, while empty 
cells may be surrounded 
by any number of lines.

 You can’t draw lines 
around zeroes.

 Each puzzle has just one 
unique solution.

How to begin: Example (Fig A) - Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no lines can be drawn around zero, 
mark crosses around it, as shown. Now there is a 
cross in one space around 3. So we know the three 
lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three 

spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended in one 
direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking 
crosses in spaces between dots where a line isn’t 
possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch 
or cause a deadend (Fig B)

LOOP THE LOOP

Not allowed
(Fig B)

(Fig A)

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the let-
ters in the circles to 
form the answer to 
the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as 
indicated

Rearrange the letters in the four word jumbles, one letter to 
each square/circle, to make four ordinary words 

Our greatest ___ may be 
very wise. - Ludwig 

Wittgenstein (11)

DVEII

SYISS

EPRTTU

DOPIER

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and every 
3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers in the same 
row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already given in the grid. 
Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

AI-POWERED  
VAN GOGH
“Bonjour Vincent,” intended to 
represent the painter’s humanity, 
was assembled by engineers using 
AI. The algorithm still needed some 
human guidance on how to answer 
the touchiest questions from 
visitors. The most popular one, “Why 
did van Gogh kill himself?” 

AI brings Van Gogh to life 
in Paris museum

We are able to bring these 
characters to life, but we 

are not trying to rebirth them. We 
are working with historians to 
ensure our van Gogh can be more 
accurate
– Christophe Renaudineau, the CEO of tech start-

up that developed the van Gogh algorithm

With the help of AI, a museum in Paris has 
installed a life-like Vincent van Gogh who chats 
with the visitors

Vincent van Gogh paintings have fea-
tured in major museum exhibitions 
this year. Immersive theaters in cities 

like Miami and Milan bloom with projections 
of  his swirling landscapes. But one of  the 
boldest attempts at championing van Gogh’s 
legacy yet is at the Musée d’Orsay in Paris, 
where a lifelike doppelgänger of  the Dutch 
artist chats with visitors, offering insights 
into his own life and death. New York Times

A productive start 
to the week, Mon-
day will be favour-
able in all profes-

sional as well as 
personal matters. 
Traders and commis-
sion agents profit un-

der the current planetary conditions. 
A good period for those wanting to 
pursue higher studies and also for 
those wanting to travel abroad, influ-
ences of  Jupiter on Sun and Mercu-
ry are quite good. Those in the edu-
cation/knowledge/literary profes-
sions will have an actively productive 
phase. Your love life shall also look 
much better. Avoid conflicts towards 
the end of  the week, as expenses 
mount. Tuesday/Wednesday are days 
of  heavy expenses and possibly loss-
es too, some mental tensions on ac-
count of  domestic matters too are 
seen. Thursday onwards is a more re-
laxed phase, you can look for a short 
holiday. 

Except for the Sun, none 
of  the planets have 
changed. However, the 

Moon moves in favour-
able houses for you 
this week. Career and 
professional matters 
look good on Monday/
Tuesday, reaching out 

to customers, negotiations and publici-
ty/advertising of  business/products on 
these days will get favourable results. 
New jobs too are possible due to Jupiter’s 
aspect on Venus and the Sun/Mercury. 
Financial prospects are good this week, 
Wednesday/Thursday are especially re-
warding, and friends will be very help-
ful in furthering your interests. Health 
caution for you continues. Interest in oc-
cult matters grow. 

Your sign is retro in the 
seventh house now, 
partnerships and alli-
ances will be under 
pressure. Romance 

flourishes. Your ten-
dency to overreact 
could get you into trou-
ble on Monday/Tues-
day. Plan your week 

carefully. In your work life, things could 
get busy, so you might want to tidy up 
your work area so you can be ready for 
the onslaught. Look at investing in prop-
erty outside of  your area. Good friends 
will give you honest answers. Travel will 
promote new romantic connections. You 
may find that your mate is well aware of  
the circumstances. Your social life is 
abuzz right now, which is feeding you val-
uable positive energy from other people.

You need to be cautious 
around Monday/Tues-

day, don’t force things as 
everything can backfire. 
Instead, maintain an 

even pace, and discover 
what a situation holds for 
you. You could feel as if  
someone has pushed you 

too far for your own good. Remain in 
touch with your needs. Listen to feed-
back, but know that you don’t need to em-
brace any of  it. However, from Wednes-
day, everything eases out, travel and hol-
idays, followed by business/work meet-
ings on Friday/Saturday are indicated. 
Love affairs show some improvement, 
however, as Mars is still combusting, be 
careful of  the sensitivities of  the other 
side. A loved one touches you emotional-
ly through a statement or gift. You have 
a lot on your mind to think about and con-
sider. 

The week starts on a bit of  a confusing 
note, which lasts till Wednesday. You 
might wonder which way to go to succeed 

and fulfill others’ expecta-
tions. Your instincts will 
point you in the right di-
rection, Don’t overthink a 
personal matter. Sun, Mer-

cury and Venus are aspect-
ed by Jupiter, not only does 
your social life improve 
from mid week, but short 

travel too are under good influence. Re-
lations with neighbours improve. A good 
time for negotiation disputes contract 
terms. Success comes through one-on-
one relating. When you speak, you make 
quite an impression. Don’t be too de-
manding in your expectations of  others. 

Health too improves. 

Continue to concentrate 
on your work as it will 
yield rich financial div-
idends. Barring Friday/
Saturday, the rest of  the 
week is good and fruit-
ful, so make plans ac-
cordingly. Relatives and 

friends will visit your home too. A lot of  
domestic work will need to be worked on 
now in this retro Mercury phase and 
many issues will be sorted out too. Love 
matters continue to remain hazy. Friends 
continue to be supportive. You can expect 
financial gains from the western direc-
tion. A recent success will give you the 
confidence to make a bold move. A busi-
ness rival is in a competitive frame of  
mind. Much to the surprise of  those who 
know you well, you will match their chal-
lenges equally. You know what you want 
and you’re determined to get it. 

This is a super week 
for you and you shall 
be in the news for all 

the good reasons, 
fame and limelight 

are in store. Hard 
work done in the past 
is now bringing you 
smart rewards. Those 

in business will get new contracts, if  
looking for new job changes, this is the 
right time to do so, those in existing jobs 
will get appreciation from senior man-
agement. Everything goes right for you 
now, complete whatever seemed very dif-
ficult earlier, as you have the luck on your 
side to do so. 

Career issues take centre 
stage, favour from sen-
iors, government and the 
political class are indi-
cated as per the strata of  
society you are posi-

tioned in. Mercury is 
quite favourable to 
you now, finances im-
prove and so are fi-

nancial opportunities. Making an emo-
tional commitment to your long-term 
goals comes easily now. A meeting and/
or a group of  friends support you even if  

they don’t agree with you. They let 
you know where they are coming 
from and why. 

You feel better and 
more positive, de-

spite having a 
very frustrating 

time in the last few 
months. Ex-
penses wil l 
still be on the 
higher side. 

There shall be help of  some influen-
tial lady in your matters regarding 
to gain. Monday/Tuesday are action 
days, exploit this week to touch base 
with important people before they go 
away on a heist-mad holiday.

 Though career matters 
look good and gains are 
also indicated this 
week, the stats indi-
cate that your health 

will fluctuate, perhaps 
due to weather distur-

bances. Take spe-
cial care of  your 

eyes. Monday/Tuesday will see you with 
low energy levels so it is better not to do 
any important meetings/presentations, 
oral interviews or public discussions of  
any kind. Wednesday/Thursday will see 
you back in an energetic drive that shall 
be good for negotiations/finalisation/dis-
cussions of  difficult contract terms etc 
real estate transactions look profitable. 
Expenses mount, done on account of  gov-
ernment expenditures/bribes and oth-
ers for charitable purposes. Do not guar-
antee anyone’s bail or loan application 
as that can land you in serious trouble 
later. Charity and yagnas/poojas done 
now will give excellent results due to the 
aspect of  Jupiter on Venus.

Travel stars are favoura-
bly aligned for you, 
whether for pleasure or 
spiritual purposes. A 
delightful and eventful 

phase of  your life is on 
right now. Wednes-
day/Thursday are 
the most construc-

tive days of  the week for you. Just be-
cause it seems like you can operate on 
four hours of  sleep does not mean you 
have the stamina to do so. Think of  your 
pleasure as an interval workout instead 
of  a marathon. The planetary influenc-
es for the week incline you towards out-
ward-going social activities. It’s a time to 
solve mysteries, ask friends what they 
think, and consult the experts. Friends 
and influential people will be favourably 
disposed towards you. 

Sun and Mercury are firm-
ly placed in the 10th 
house and that’s good 
news for your career, 
you shall be in an au-

thoritative position at 
work/business. Those 
looking for jobs can cer-
tainly find their dream 
job as Jupiter has a be-

nign glance on your career house where 
Sun and Mercury are currently placed. 
A time to take risks, you will head in a 
new direction differently. Your thinking 
and orchestrating of  ideas seem to have 
taken on a new pace. Mars, though com-
bust, is now in your friendship sector, 
away from the Sun, allowing greater give-
and-take with friends. You will learn a 
lot about a mutual acquaintance without 
even having to initiate a discussion. You 
often mix friendship and work, or you get 
friends involved when pursuing a profes-
sional goal. Barring Monday/Tuesday, 
the rest of  the week is very profitable. Ve-
nus in the eighth house aspected by Ju-
piter gives you terrific intuition as well 
as premonitory dreams.

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

VIRGO

LIBRA

PISCES

AQUARIUS

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your date, 
time and place of birth in online moon sign calculators or 
you can consult your astrologer.

See what the stars have in store for you – 
according to your moon sign*. Moon sign is 
the rashi in which your natal Moon is posited 
on your birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, which 
changes signs after 30 days.

ARIES
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Suryadatta College of  Phar-
macy Healthcare & Research 
and the first edition of  Sury-

adatta Global Pharmacon 2023 was 
recently inaugurated by the found-
er of  Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Desh-
pande at Bavdhan campus. 

Also present on the occasion 
were founder and president of  the 
Suryadatta Education Foundation, 
professor Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, 
vice president Sushama Chordiya 
and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also con-
ferred with the ‘Dhanwantari 
Global Icon Award 2023’ on this oc-
casion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs 
to make efforts to make medicines 
available to people at affordable pric-
es. Pharmacists are making a valuable 
contribution to keeping society healthy. 
This pharmacy college will create use-
ful and skilled manpower for the phar-
ma sector.” 

The former president of  the Phar-

macy Council of  India, Dr Chandra-
kant Kokate, actor Sharad Sankla, ACP 
Maheshkumar Sartape, director Del-
cons Consultant. Bal Kulkarni, and 
Prasanna Patil were felicitated with 
the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav San-
man-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided 
over the programme, mentioned, “In-
dia ranks third globally in the import-
export of  the pharma industry. Dr 

Chordiya’s vision, holistic development 
education imparted to students and 
guidance from experts will lead to bet-
ter pharmaceuticals and pharmacists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going 
to prioritise research, innovation, and 
entrepreneurship in this college. For 
this, we will start an incubation centre 
and encourage more students to become 
entrepreneurs.” 
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EVENTS

MUSIC

Goa University: Bring in 
Christmas with the Carols Jazz 
Concert by Matteo Fraboni 
Quartet feat. Laura Santana. On 
December 21 at 5pm. Taleigao

TALK

Build3: Dive into expert 
experiences and gain 
insight into content 
strategies for 
entrepreneurs. On 
December 18 at 6pm. 
Candolim

SPELLATHON

How many words of four or more 
letters can you make from the letters 
shown in today’s puzzle? In making a 
word, a letter can be used as many 
times as it appears in the puzzle. 
Each word must contain the central 
letter. There should be at least one 
seven letter word. Plurals, foreign 
words and proper names are not 
allowed. British English Dictionary is 
used as reference.

Today’s Ratings: 05-average  06-good  
08-outstanding
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SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Ivied, sissy, putter, period
Answer: Our greatest stupidities 

may be very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

SPELLATHON

clad, clod, coda, cold, dock, load, 
PADLOCK, plod

TIMES KAKURO
Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20

12

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and 
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers in 
the same row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already given in 
the grid. Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

Rules

 Connect adjacent dots 
with vertical or horizontal 
lines, creating a single 
loop (Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches 
are not allowed (As 
shown by dotted lines in 
Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle 
indicate the number of 
lines that should sur-
round it, while empty 
cells may be surrounded 
by any number of lines.

 You can’t draw lines 
around zeroes.

 Each puzzle has just one 
unique solution.

How to begin: Example (Fig A) - Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no lines can be drawn around zero, 
mark crosses around it, as shown. Now there is a 
cross in one space around 3. So we know the three 
lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three 

spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended in one 
direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking 
crosses in spaces between dots where a line isn’t 
possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch 
or cause a deadend (Fig B)

LOOP THE LOOP

Not allowed
(Fig B)

(Fig A)

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the let-
ters in the circles to 
form the answer to 
the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as 
indicated

Rearrange the letters in the four word jumbles, one letter to 
each square/circle, to make four ordinary words 

Our greatest ___ may be 
very wise. - Ludwig 

Wittgenstein (11)

DVEII

SYISS

EPRTTU

DOPIER
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A productive start 
to the week, Mon-
day will be fa-
vourable in all 

professional as 
well as personal 
matters. Traders 
and commission 

agents profit under the current 
planetary conditions. A good peri-
od for those wanting to pursue 
higher studies and also for those 
wanting to travel abroad, influenc-
es of  Jupiter on Sun and Mercury 
are quite good. Those in the educa-
tion/knowledge/literary profes-
sions will have an actively produc-
tive phase. Your love life shall also 
look much better. Avoid conflicts to-
wards the end of  the week, as ex-
penses mount. Tuesday/Wednes-
day are days of  heavy expenses and 
possibly losses too, some mental 
tensions on account of  domestic 
matters too are seen. Thursday on-
wards is a more relaxed phase, you can 
l o o k for a short holiday. 

Except for the Sun, 
none of  the planets 
have changed. Howev-
er, the Moon moves in 
favourable houses for 

you this week. Career 
and professional mat-
ters look good on Mon-
day/Tuesday, reaching 

out to customers, negotiations and pub-
licity/advertising of  business/prod-
ucts on these days will get favourable 
results. New jobs too are possible due 
to Jupiter’s aspect on Venus and the 
Sun/Mercury. Financial prospects are 
good this week, Wednesday/Thursday 
are especially rewarding, and friends 
will be very helpful in furthering your 
interests. Health caution for you con-
tinues. Interest in occult matters grow. 

Your sign is retro in the 
seventh house now, 
partnerships and al-
liances will be under 
pressure. Romance 

flourishes. Your ten-
dency to overreact 
could get you into trou-
ble on Monday/Tues-

day. Plan your week carefully. In your 
work life, things could get busy, so you 
might want to tidy up your work area 
so you can be ready for the onslaught. 
Look at investing in property outside 
of  your area. Good friends will give you 
honest answers. Travel will promote 
new romantic connections. You may 
find that your mate is well aware of  the 
circumstances. Your social life is abuzz 
right now, which is feeding you valua-
ble positive energy from other people.

You need to be cautious 
around Monday/Tues-
day, don’t force things 
as everything can 
backfire.  Instead, 

maintain an even pace, 
and discover what a sit-
uation holds for you. 
You could feel as if  

someone has pushed you too far for 
your own good. Remain in touch with 
your needs. Listen to feedback, but 
know that you don’t need to embrace 
any of  it. However, from Wednesday, 
everything eases out, travel and holi-
days, followed by business/work meet-
ings on Friday/Saturday are indicat-
ed. Love affairs show some improve-
ment, however, as Mars is still combus-
ting, be careful of  the sensitivities of  
the other side. A loved one touches you 
emotionally through a statement or 
gift. You have a lot on your mind to 
think about and consider. 

The week starts on a bit of  a confusing 
note, which lasts till Wednesday. You 
might wonder which way to go to suc-

ceed and fulfill others’ ex-
pectations. Your instincts 
will point you in the right 
direction, Don’t over-
think a personal matter. 

Sun, Mercury and Venus 
are aspected by Jupiter, 
not only does your social 
life improve from mid 

week, but short travel too are under 
good influence. Relations with neigh-
bours improve. A good time for negoti-
ation disputes contract terms. Success 
comes through one-on-one relating. 
When you speak, you make quite an im-
pression. Don’t be too demanding in 
your expectations of  others. Health too 
improves. 

Continue to concen-
trate on your work as it 

will yield rich financial 
dividends. Barring Fri-
day/Saturday, the rest 
of  the week is good and 
fruitful, so make plans 
accordingly. Relatives 
and friends will visit 

your home too. A lot of  domestic work 
will need to be worked on now in this ret-
ro Mercury phase and many issues will 
be sorted out too. Love matters continue 
to remain hazy. Friends continue to be 
supportive. You can expect financial 
gains from the western direction. A re-
cent success will give you the confidence 
to make a bold move. A business rival is 
in a competitive frame of  mind. Much to 
the surprise of  those who know you well, 
you will match their challenges equally. 
You know what you want and you’re de-
termined to get it. 

This is a super week for you 
and you shall be in the 
news for all the good 
reasons, fame and lime-

light are in store. 
Hard work done in 

the past is now bring-
ing you smart re-
wards. Those in busi-
ness will get new con-

tracts, if  looking for new job changes, 
this is the right time to do so, those in ex-
isting jobs will get appreciation from sen-
ior management. Everything goes right 
for you now, complete whatever seemed 
very difficult earlier, as you have the luck 
on your side to do so. 

Career issues take centre 
stage, favour from sen-
iors, government and 
the political class are in-
dicated as per the stra-
ta of  society you are po-
sitioned in. Mercury is 

quite favourable to you 
now, finances im-
prove and so are fi-
nancial opportuni-

ties. Making an emotional commitment 
to your long-term goals comes easily now. 
A meeting and/or a group of  friends sup-

port you even if  they don’t agree 
with you. They let you know where 
they are coming from and why. 

You feel better and 
more positive, de-

spite having a 
very frustrating 

time in the last few 
months. Ex-
penses will 
still be on the 
higher side. 

There shall be help of  some influen-
tial lady in your matters regarding 
to gain. Monday/Tuesday are action 
days, exploit this week to touch base 
with important people before they 
go away on a heist-mad holiday.

 Though career mat-
ters look good and 
gains are also indi-
cated this week, the 
stats indicate that 

your health will fluc-
tuate, perhaps due to 

weather distur-
bances. Take 
special care of  

your eyes. Monday/Tuesday will see you 
with low energy levels so it is better not 
to do any important meetings/presenta-
tions, oral interviews or public discus-
sions of  any kind. Wednesday/Thurs-
day will see you back in an energetic 
drive that shall be good for negotiations/
finalisation/discussions of  difficult con-
tract terms etc real estate transactions 
look profitable. Expenses mount, done 
on account of  government expenditures/
bribes and others for charitable purpos-
es. Do not guarantee anyone’s bail or 
loan application as that can land you in 
serious trouble later. Charity and ya-
gnas/poojas done now will give excellent 
results due to the aspect of  Jupiter on 
Venus.

Travel stars are favoura-
bly aligned for you, 
whether for pleasure or 
spiritual purposes. A 
delightful and eventful 
phase of  your life is on 

right now. Wednesday/
Thursday are the 
most constructive 

days of  the week for you. Just because it 
seems like you can operate on four hours 
of  sleep does not mean you have the 
stamina to do so. Think of  your pleasure 
as an interval workout instead of  a mar-
athon. The planetary influences for the 
week incline you towards outward-go-
ing social activities. It’s a time to solve 
mysteries, ask friends what they think, 
and consult the experts. Friends and in-
fluential people will be favourably dis-
posed towards you. 

Sun and Mercury are firm-
ly placed in the 10th 
house and that’s good 
news for your career, 
you shall be in an au-
thoritative position at 

work/business. Those 
looking for jobs can cer-
tainly find their dream 

job as Jupiter has a benign glance on 
your career house where Sun and Mer-
cury are currently placed. A time to take 
risks, you will head in a new direction 
differently. Your thinking and orches-
trating of  ideas seem to have taken on a 
new pace. Mars, though combust, is now 
in your friendship sector, away from the 
Sun, allowing greater give-and-take with 
friends. You will learn a lot about a mu-
tual acquaintance without even having 
to initiate a discussion. You often mix 
friendship and work, or you get friends 
involved when pursuing a professional 
goal. Barring Monday/Tuesday, the rest 
of  the week is very profitable. Venus in 
the eighth house aspected by Jupiter 
gives you terrific intuition as well as pre-
monitory dreams.

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

VIRGO

LIBRA

PISCES

AQUARIUS

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your date, 
time and place of birth in online moon sign calculators or 
you can consult your astrologer.

See what the stars have in store for you – 
according to your moon sign*. Moon sign is 
the rashi in which your natal Moon is posited 
on your birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, which 
changes signs after 30 days.

ARIES

Visitors have been flocking to the Belen de 
Arena (sand Nativity scene) on Las Canteras 
beach in Las Palmas de Gran Canaria

This year’s edition brings together nine sand-sculptors 
who have created eight Christmas scenes —AFP

GRAND SAND SCULPTURES 
DEPICT THE STORY OF XMAS

The sand nativity scene of Las Palmas dates 
back to 2006. Since then, every year a different 
theme is chosen to shape this ephemeral 
nativity scene

In one of them, depicting ‘The flight into Egypt’ 
gospel, the artist dedicates it to the people 
enduring the impact of the war in Gaza

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant 
Kokate, Mahesh Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research
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VARIETY

Rules

 Connect adjacent dots with vertical or 
horizontal lines, creating a single loop (Fig 

A). 
 Crossovers or branches are not allowed 

(As shown by dotted lines in Fig B).
 Numbers in the puzzle indicate the num-

ber of lines that 
should surround it, 
while empty cells 
may be surrounded 
by any number of 
lines.

 You can’t draw 
l i n e s  a r o u n d  
zeroes.

 Each puzzle has 
just one unique 
solution.

How to  beg in :  
Example (Fig A) - Be-
gin with the zero next 
to 3. Since no lines 
can be drawn around 
zero, mark crosses 
around it, as shown. 
Now there is a cross 
in one space around 
3. So we know the three lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three 
spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended in one direction each. Continue, 
using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking crosses in spaces between 
dots where a line isn’t possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch or cause a deadend  
(Fig B).

(Fig A) (Fig B)
Not allowed

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and 
every 3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers 
in the same row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already 
given in the grid. Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

SPELLATHON

How many words of four or more letters 
can you make from the letters shown in 
today’s puzzle? In making a word, a letter 
can be used as many times as it appears 
in the puzzle. Each word must contain the 
central letter. There should be at least one 
seven letter word. Plurals, foreign words 
and proper names are not allowed. British 
English Dictionary is used as reference.

Today’s Ratings: 
04-average  05-good  

07-outstanding

ARIES: You might get aggravated by unresolved 
domestic matters or a slightly over sensitive fam-
ily member. Don’t let emotional troubles interfere 
with what you need to do. 
TAURUS: Although, you think your words are clear, 
there are crossed wires in your chart. Write down 
everything you want to say and share it equally, 
then there is no room for mistakes. GEMINI: This 
is a positive day to edit phone and friendship lists 
and only maintain contact with people who re-
ally matter. Keep your focus. Someone has will 
help you out as well.
CANCER:  This is a great time to ask for a raise 
or to make a professional change but make sure 
you have a better job to go to before you quit your 
current position. 
LEO: Your forceful positive action is likely to bring 

you in the limelight. You shall be attracted to 
someone who motivates you, but make sure you 
keep things simple. Complicating your personal 
life will not bring good results. 
VIRGO: You have been constantly feeling the great 
urge that change, whether in professional or 
personal life, is very much required now. Some-
one you least expect will utilise one of your old 
ideas for his or her own benefit. 
LIBRA:  This may not be the easiest day, but it is 
the most worthwhile. You learn who is good to 
keep close to your heart, and who you are ready 
to let go. You have to push forward and take ac-
tion. Work hard. 
SCORPIO: Keep relationships in the family har-
monious. Your intuition is working overtime and 
this makes you more sensitive to other people’s 
needs and feelings. It also helps you sense when 
to avoid touchy topics.
SAGITTARIUS: Though you may feel that every-
thing is going well but, behind closed doors, 
someone is doing you an injustice. Be careful how 
you present any information you have, espe-
cially if it can influence your position. 
CAPRICORN: In terms of workload, you have more 
than what you can chew, select those that offer 
creative satisfaction and reject the other offers. 
An emotional attachment to someone may deter 
you from seeing what this person is actually up 
to. 
AQUARIUS: As your Moon is in the twelfth house, 
you are prone to emotional deception which may 
lead to a poor decisions regarding a past partner. 
Keep your distance and don’t make any moves 
that you may regret. 
PISCES: Your interest in health and well-being 
may lead you to a surprising new discovery. Con-
tinue to be dynamic and good to have a round. 
You have already scored the best possible. Un-
expected guests could drop by. 

See what the stars have in store for 
you – according to your moon sign*. 
Moon sign is the rashi in which your 
natal Moon is posited on your 
birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, 
which changes signs after 30 days.

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your 
date, time and place of birth in online moon sign 
calculators or you can consult your astrologer.

SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Maker, right, dankly, hereof
Answer: I used to work in a fire hy-
drant factory. You couldn’t park any-

where near the place. - Steven Wright

SPELLATHON

alloy, ally, clay, cloy, lacy, LOCALLY, loyal

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

LOOP THE LOOP

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the letters in the circles to form the 
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing word 
as indicated

Rearrange the 
letters in the 
four word  
jumbles, one 
letter to each 
square/circle, to 
make four ordi-
nary words 

I used to work in a __ ___ factory. 
You couldn’t park anywhere near 
the place. - Steven Wright (4,7)

KMAER

GIRTH

AKLDNY

EEORFH

THE DAILY CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Common
6 “Got other plans, sorry”
10 Low pair
14 Knew the  

answer
15 Drink mentioned in the 

Walker Hayes song 
“Fancy Like”

17 Detroit __: stratified 
automotive paint 
polished and cut for 
jewelry

18 Reptile at Kélonia 
aquarium in Saint-Leu, 
Réunion

19 Spotify playlist that 
calls itself “the most 
influential playlist in 
hip-hop”

21 Trial versions
22 Jazz dance
23 Key st.?
24 “Jeopardy!” champion 

with the show’s second-
longest win streak

30 Speeds
32 Sphere
33 Gesture that means 

“no” in some cultures
35 Lennox of R&B
36 Element in the tale of 

Sleeping Beauty
38 Glop
39 Many a Wiki article
40 Home of the Kaaba
41 Knack
42 Interior support 

structure
46 __-weekly
47 Reclusive sort
49 Like the smell of 

burning plastic
52 Instrument for Seiichi 

Tanaka or Eitetsu 
Hayashi

56 Laxity
58 Yankees manager Aaron
59 Like someone on the 

stand
60 Vocally
61 Private dinner?
62 __ gin
63 Checks

DOWN
1 Red-bellied trout
2 Some improvisation in 

Hindi cinema
3 2002 meta dramedy 

starring Nicolas Cage as 
the film’s screenwriter

4 Light shows?
5 Hot and heavy
6 Mozart’s “__ fan tutte”
7 Vicinity
8 In the vicinity
9 Little one
10 Fine line
11 One joule per  

second
12 Great Plains st.
13 Catches
16 Stunning
20 Biden and Harris, 

initially

23 Toppled
25 Pain in the neck
26 So
27 First man to complete 

tennis’s Surface Slam
28 Shipping center?
29 Top
30 Poke
31 Historical allies of the 

Huron
34 Point
36 Burn slowly
37 Nuisance
41 Slopes conveyance
43 Spots for roasters and 

toasters
44 Large deer
45 “Them’s the breaks”
48 Preparatory period
49 Grad
50 Retinal cell
51 Retinal cells
52 Marsh duck
53 Apropos of
54 “Who __ kidding?”
55 Scrip orders
57 Anti bloc

©2023 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

By Jenna LaFleur 16/12/2023
Friday’s Puzzle Solved

15/12/2023
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O
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TIMES KAKURO Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20
12

Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy Health-
care & Research and the first edition 
of  Suryadatta Global Pharmacon 2023 

was recently inaugurated by the founder of  
Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Deshpande at Bavd-
han campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama  
Chordiya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred with 
the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 2023’ 
on this occasion, shared, “The pharmaceu-
tical and pharmacist community needs to 
make efforts to make medicines available 
to people at affordable prices. Pharmacists 
are making a valuable contribution to keep-
ing society healthy. This pharmacy college 
will create useful and skilled manpower for 

the pharma sector.” 
The former president of  the Pharmacy 

Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felici-
tated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided over 
the programme, mentioned, “India ranks 
third globally in the import-export of  the 
pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vision, ho-
listic development education imparted to  
students and guidance from experts will 
lead to better pharmaceuticals and phar-
macists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we will 
start an incubation centre and encourage 
more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

  Nandini Ganguly

Christmas is around the corner, officially marking the 
start to the winter party season. If  your party outfits 
are sorted, here’s how you can jazz your makeup game 

with a dash of  sparkle and trending looks.  

LIPS DON’T LIE, FT. KIARA 
ADVANI
Bolder the lips, the better; that has been the 
mantra in 2023. Opt for Kiara’s look with a 
matte red, berry, plum or burgundy lipstick 
and balance it out with a clean face. Lots of 
mascara and fluffy, brushed out eyebrows 
will help seal the look.  

SPARKLING EYES, A LA 
CAMILA AND ALAYA
Christmas is a great excuse to go all out 
with rhinestones and jewel tones. 
Scattered crystals or rhinestones across 
eyelids will up the ante and satiate the 
inner diva in you. Whether you go 
minimal or all out depends on your 
outfit and vibe for the day! 

GO GLAM LIKE 
GIGI  
Winter and Christmas 
aren’t complete without 
some silver or gold on 
your eyelids. Choose a 
shimmery, metallic shade, 
with some smoked out 
kohl or eye liner for a 
defined look. Go easy 
with neutral lips.  

@patrickta

@mehakoberoi

HAILEY’S SOFT-GLAM INSPO 
If soft glam is your go-to, then take 
inspiration from Hailey Bieber’s recent 
makeup look. Her glazed skin and 
sparkly yet sophisticated glam screams 
Christmas.
Ensure your face is moisturised and 
looks dewy. A barely-there eyeliner, a 
touch of sparkly eyeshadow, well-groomed 
eyebrows, pink blush, and  
berry lips with a stroke of lip oil, and you 
are good to go.  

@
p

at
ric

kt
a

@dualipa

Pics: iStock

Christmas makeup Christmas makeup 
styles to nail that styles to nail that 

party lookparty look

‘Tis the season to sparkle 

@haileybieber 

SHINE BRIGHT LIKE DUA AND JLO
Highlighter has been having its moment in 2023. If 

you want to play safe yet add some 
festive pop to your face, a 

dose of highlighter can 
be your best bet. 

Apply a gold, peach 
or pink highlighter 
to the highest point 
of your cheek 
bones and brow 

bones, and 
see your face 

shine like a star.  
@maryphillip

s

Compiled by: Shourya Jha

Parvathy celebrated her fur 
baby Dobby Thiruvothu’s 
third birthday in a 
pawdorable way. Taking to 
instagram, she wrote 
‘Dobbunni, the elf who 
freed me (sic)’

@par_vathy

THE ELF THE ELF 
TURNS TURNS 
THREE!THREE!
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SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Ivied, sissy, putter, period
Answer: Our greatest stupidities 

may be very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

SPELLATHON

clad, clod, coda, cold, dock, load, 
PADLOCK, plod

TIMES KAKURO
Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20

12

Rules

 Connect adjacent dots 
with vertical or horizontal 
lines, creating a single 
loop (Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches 
are not allowed (As 
shown by dotted lines in 
Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle 
indicate the number of 
lines that should sur-
round it, while empty 
cells may be surrounded 
by any number of lines.

 You can’t draw lines 
around zeroes.

 Each puzzle has just one 
unique solution.

How to begin: Example (Fig A) - Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no lines can be drawn around zero, 
mark crosses around it, as shown. Now there is a 
cross in one space around 3. So we know the three 
lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three 

spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended in one 
direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking 
crosses in spaces between dots where a line isn’t 
possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch 
or cause a deadend (Fig B)

LOOP THE LOOP

Not allowed
(Fig B)

(Fig A)

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the let-
ters in the circles to 
form the answer to 
the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as 
indicated

Rearrange the letters in the four word jumbles, one letter to 
each square/circle, to make four ordinary words 

Our greatest ___ may be 
very wise. - Ludwig 

Wittgenstein (11)

DVEII

SYISS

EPRTTU

DOPIER

SPELLATHON

How many words of four or 
more letters can you make 
from the letters shown in 
today’s puzzle? In making 
a word, a letter can be 
used as many times as it 
appears in the puzzle. 
Each word must contain 
the central letter. There 
should be at least one 
seven letter word. Plurals, 
foreign words and proper 
names are not allowed. 
British English Dictionary is 
used as reference.

Today’s Ratings: 
05-average  06-good  

08-outstanding

D

K

LP

AO

C

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and every 
3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers in the same 
row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already given in the grid. 
Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium
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After noodle paratha, momo ice cream and gulab jamun 
pakoda, the internet has found its new food obsession. 
And no, it’s not from Surat. This unlikely union of  a 

popular Indian sweet and everyone’s fave brew has made food 
enthusiasts sit up and go, ‘What?!’ A New York café, founded by 
siblings Ayan Sanyal and Ani Sanyal, recently took to its Ins-
tagram page to announce the latest addition to its winter menu 
– the Gulab Jamun Latte, made with naturally flavoured gulab 
jamun syrup. 

“Meet the new drink on the block: The Gulab Jamun Latte. 
Gulab jamun is a sweet dessert made with saffron and khoa 
that we turned into a latte — get it iced or hot, we love to see 
it all (sic),” reads the caption of  the Instagram post.

While some welcomed the idea of  a gulab jamun latte, oth-
ers were left disgusted by the concoction. “That sounds de-
licious,” an Instagram user wrote in the comments section, 
while another chipped in, “Mood kharab kar dia (you spoilt 
my mood).”

Would you want to try a cuppa? TNN

Gulab jamun latte divides the internet
kolkatachaico

The picture posted on 
Instagram by the US cafe

Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy 
Healthcare & Research and the first 
edition of  Suryadatta Global Phar-

macon 2023 was recently inaugurated by the 
founder of  Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Desh-
pande at Bavdhan campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama Chordi-
ya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred 
with the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 
2023’ on this occasion, shared, “The phar-
maceutical and pharmacist community 
needs to make efforts to make medicines 
available to people at affordable prices. 

Pharmacists are making a valuable con-
tribution to keeping society healthy. This 
pharmacy college will create useful and 
skilled manpower for the pharma sector.” 

The former president of  the Pharmacy 
Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felic-
itated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided 
over the programme, mentioned, “India 

ranks third globally in the import-export 
of  the pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vi-
sion, holistic development education im-
parted to students and guidance from ex-
perts will lead to better pharmaceuticals 
and pharmacists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we 
will start an incubation centre and encour-
age more students to become entrepre-
neurs.” 

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

Unfolding a fresh 
new chapter in 
pharmacy education 
and research

A productive 
start to the 
week, Mon-
day will be 

favourable in 
all professional 
as well as per-
sonal matters. 

Traders and commission agents 
profit under the current plane-
tary conditions. A good period 
for those wanting to pursue 
higher studies and also for those 
wanting to travel abroad, influ-
ences of  Jupiter on Sun and 
Mercury are quite good. Those 
in the education/knowledge/lit-
erary professions will have an 
actively productive phase. Tues-
day/Wednesday are days of  
heavy expenses and possibly 
losses too, some mental tensions 
on account of  domestic matters 
too are seen. Thursday onwards 
is a more relaxed phase, you can 
look for a short holiday. 

Except for the Sun, 
none of  the planets 
have changed. How-
eve r,  t h e  M o o n 
moves in favourable 

houses for you this 
week. Career and 
professional matters 
look good on Mon-

day/Tuesday, reaching out to custom-
ers, negotiations and publicity/adver-
tising of  business/products on these 
days will get favourable results. New 
jobs too are possible due to Jupiter’s 
aspect on Venus and the Sun/Mercu-
ry. Financial prospects are good this 
week, Wednesday/Thursday are es-
pecially rewarding, and friends will 
be very helpful in furthering your in-
terests. Interest in occult matters 
grow. 

Your sign is retro in 
the seventh house 
now, partnerships 
and alliances will 
be under pressure. 

Romance flourishes. 
Your tendency to 
overreact could get 
you into trouble on 
Monday/Tuesday. 

Plan your week carefully. In your 
work life, things could get busy, so you 
might want to tidy up your work area 
so you can be ready for the onslaught. 
Look at investing in property outside 
of  your area. Good friends will give 
you honest answers. Travel will pro-
mote new romantic connections. Your 
social life is abuzz right now, which is 
feeding you valuable positive energy 
from other people.

You need to be cautious 
around Monday/Tues-
day,  don’ t  force 
things as everything 
can backfire. Instead, 

maintain an even 
pace, and discover 
what a situation holds 
for you. You could feel 

as if  someone has pushed you too far 
for your own good. Remain in touch 
with your needs. Listen to feedback, 
but know that you don’t need to em-
brace any of  it. However, from 
Wednesday, everything eases out, trav-
el and holidays, followed by business/
work meetings on Friday/Saturday 
are indicated. Love affairs show some 
improvement, however, as Mars is 
still combusting, be careful of  the sen-
sitivities of  the other side.  

The week starts on a bit of  a confus-
ing note, which lasts till Wednesday. 
You might wonder which way to go to 
succeed and fulfill others’ expecta-

tions. Your instincts will 
point you in the right di-
rection, Don’t over-
think a personal mat-
ter. Sun, Mercury and 
Venus are aspected by 
Jupiter, not only does 
your social life improve 

from mid week, but short travel too 
are under good influence. Relations 
with neighbours improve. A good 
time for negotiation disputes contract 
terms. When you speak, you make 
quite an impression. Don’t be too de-
manding in your expectations of  oth-
ers. Health too improves. 

Continue to concen-
trate on your work as 
it will yield rich fi-
nancial dividends. 
Barring Friday/Sat-
urday, the rest of  the 
week is good and 
fruitful, so make plans 
accordingly. Relatives 

and friends will visit your home too. 
A lot of  domestic work will need to be 
worked on now in this retro Mercury 
phase and many issues will be sorted 
out too. Friends continue to be sup-
portive. You can expect financial 
gains from the western direction. A 
recent success will give you the con-
fidence to make a bold move. Much to 
the surprise of  those who know you 
well, you will match their challenges 
equally. You know what you want and 
you’re determined to get it. 

This is a super 
week for you and 
you shall be in the 
news for all the 
good reasons, 
fame and lime-

light are in store. 
Hard work done in 
the past is now 

bringing you smart rewards. Those 
in business will get new contracts, if  
looking for new job changes, this is 
the right time to do so, those in exist-
ing jobs will get appreciation from 
senior management. Everything goes 
right for you now, complete whatever 
seemed very difficult earlier, as you 
have the luck on your side to do so. 

Career issues take 
centre stage, favour 
from seniors, gov-
ernment and the po-
litical class are indi-
cated as per the stra-

ta of  society you are 
positioned in. 
Mercury is quite 
favourable to you 

now, finances improve and so are fi-
nancial opportunities. Making an 
emotional commitment to your long-
term goals comes easily now. A meet-

ing and/or a group of  friends 
support you even if  they don’t 
agree with you. They let you 
know where they are coming 
from and why. 

You feel better 
and more posi-

tive, despite 
h a v i n g  a 

very frustrat-
ing time in the 

l a s t  f e w 
m o n t h s . 
Expenses 

will still be on the higher side. 
There shall be help of  some in-
fluential lady in your matters 
regarding to gain. Monday/
Tuesday are action days, exploit 
this week to touch base with im-
portant people before they go 
away on a heist-mad holiday.

 Though career mat-
ters look good and 
gains are also indi-

cated this week, the 
stats indicate that 
your health will 

fluctuate, perhaps 
due to weather 
disturbances. 
Monday/Tues-

day will see you with low energy lev-
els so it is better not to do any impor-
tant meetings/presentations, oral in-
terviews or public discussions of  any 
kind. Wednesday/Thursday will see 
you back in an energetic drive that 
shall be good for negotiations/finali-
sation/discussions of  difficult con-
tract terms etc real estate transac-
tions look profitable. Do not guaran-
tee anyone’s bail or loan application 
as that can land you in serious trou-
ble later. Charity and yagnas/poojas 
done now will give excellent results 
due to the aspect of  Jupiter on Venus.

Travel stars are favour-
ably aligned for you, 
whether for pleasure 
or spiritual purposes. 
A delightful and 

eventful phase of  your 
life is on right now. 
W e d n e s d a y /
Thursday are the 

most constructive days of  the week 
for you. Just because it seems like you 
can operate on four hours of  sleep 
does not mean you have the stamina 
to do so. The planetary influences for 
the week incline you towards out-
ward-going social activities. It’s a time 
to solve mysteries, ask friends what 
they think, and consult the experts. 
Friends and influential people will be 
favourably disposed towards you. 

Sun and Mercury are 
firmly placed in the 
10th house and 
that’s good news 
for your career, 
you shall be in an 

authoritative posi-
tion at work/busi-
ness. Those looking 
for jobs can certain-

ly find their dream job as Jupiter has 
a benign glance on your career house 
where Sun and Mercury are current-
ly placed. A time to take risks, you 
will head in a new direction different-
ly. Your thinking and orchestrating 
of  ideas seem to have taken on a new 
pace. Mars, though combust, is now 
in your friendship sector, away from 
the Sun, allowing greater give-and-
take with friends. You often mix 
friendship and work, or you get 
friends involved when pursuing a pro-
fessional goal. Barring Monday/Tues-
day, the rest of  the week is very prof-
itable. 

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

VIRGO

LIBRA

PISCES

AQUARIUS

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your date, 
time and place of birth in online moon sign calculators or 
you can consult your astrologer.

See what the stars have in store for you – 
according to your moon sign*. Moon sign is 
the rashi in which your natal Moon is posited 
on your birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, which 
changes signs after 30 days.
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A productive start to 
the week, Monday 
will be favourable in 
all professional as 

well as personal mat-
ters. A good period for 
those wanting to pursue 
higher studies and also 
for those wanting to 

travel abroad, influences of  Jupiter on 
Sun and Mercury are quite good. Those 
in the education/knowledge/literary pro-
fessions will have an actively productive 
phase. Your love life shall also look much 
better. Avoid conflicts towards the end of  
the week, as expenses mount. 

Except for the Sun, none 
of  the planets have 
changed. However, 
the Moon moves in fa-
vourable houses for 
you this week. Career 
and professional mat-
ters look good on Mon-
day/Tuesday, reaching 

out to customers, negotiations and public-
ity/advertising of  business/products on 
these days will get favourable results. 
Health caution for you continues. Interest 
in occult matters grow. 

Your sign is retro in the 
seventh house now, 
partnerships and alli-
ances will be under 
pressure. Romance 

flourishes. Your ten-
dency to overreact 
could get you into trou-
ble on Monday/Tues-
day. Plan your week 

carefully. In your work life, things could 
get busy, so you might want to tidy up your 
work area so you can be ready for the on-
slaught. Look at investing in property out-
side of  your area. Good friends will give 
you honest answers. 

You need to be cautious 
around Monday/Tues-

day, don’t force things 
as everything can 
backfire. Instead, 

maintain an even pace, 
and discover what a sit-
uation holds for you. 
You could feel as if  

someone has pushed you too far for your 
own good. Remain in touch with your 
needs. Love affairs show some improve-
ment, however, as Mars is still combust-
ing, be careful of  the sensitivities of  the 
other side. 

The week starts on a bit of  a 
confusing note, which lasts 
till Wednesday. You might 
wonder which way to go to 
succeed and fulfill others’ 

expectations. A good time 
for negotiation disputes 
contract terms. Success 
comes through one-on-one 

relating. When you speak, you make quite 
an impression. Don’t be too demanding in 
your expectations of  others. Health too im-
proves. 

Continue to concentrate 
on your work as it will 
yield rich financial div-
idends. Barring Friday/
Saturday, the rest of  the 
week is good and fruit-
ful, so make plans ac-
cordingly. Relatives and 
friends will visit your 
home too. A lot of  domes-

tic work will need to be worked on now in 
this retro Mercury phase and many issues 
will be sorted out too. Love matters con-

tinue to remain hazy. Friends continue 
to be supportive. You can expect finan-
cial gains from the western direction. 

This is a super 
week for you and 
you shall be in the 
news for all the 
good reasons, 
fame and lime-

light are in store. 
Hard work done in 

the past is now bring-
ing you smart rewards. Those in busi-
ness will get new contracts, if  looking 
for new job changes, this is the right 
time to do so, those in existing jobs will 
get appreciation from senior manage-
ment. 

Career issues take cen-
tre stage, favour from 
seniors, government 
and the political class 
are indicated as per 
the strata of  society 

you are positioned in. 
Mercury is quite fa-
vourable to you now, 
finances improve 

and so are financial opportunities. Mak-
ing an emotional commitment to your long-
term goals comes easily now. 

You feel better and more 
positive, despite having 

a very frustrating 
time in the last few 

months. Expenses will 
still be on the higher side. 

There shall be help 
of  some influential 
lady in your matters 

regarding to gain. Monday/Tuesday are 
action days, exploit this week to touch base 
with important people before they go away 
on a heist-mad holiday.

 Though career matters 
look good and gains are 
also indicated this 
week, the stats indicate 
that your health will 

fluctuate, perhaps due to 
weather distur-
bances. Wednes-
day/Thursday will 

see you back in an energetic drive that 

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your date, 
time and place of birth in online moon sign calculators or 
you can consult your astrologer.

See what the stars have in store for you – 
according to your moon sign*. Moon sign is 
the rashi in which your natal Moon is posited 
on your birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, which 
changes signs after 30 days.

shall be good for negotiations/finalisation/dis-
cussions of  difficult contract terms etc real es-
tate transactions look profitable. Expenses 
mount, done on account of  government expen-
ditures/bribes and others for charitable purpos-
es. Charity and yagnas/poojas done now will give 
excellent results.

Travel stars are favourably 
aligned for you, whether for 
pleasure or spiritual purpos-
es. A delightful and eventful 
phase of  your life is on right 
now. Wednesday/Thursday 

are the most constructive 
days of  the week for you. 

. Think of  your pleasure as 
an interval workout instead of  a marathon. The 
planetary influences for the week incline you to-
wards outward-going social activities. It’s a time 
to solve mysteries, ask friends what they think, 
and consult the experts. 

Sun and Mercury are firmly 
placed in the 10th house and 

that’s good news for your ca-
reer, you shall be in an au-
thoritative position at work/
business. Those looking for 

jobs can certainly find their 
dream job as Jupiter has a be-
nign glance on your career 
house where Sun and Mercu-

ry are currently placed. A time to take risks, you 
will head in a new direction differently. Your 
thinking and orchestrating of  ideas seem to have 
taken on a new pace. Mars, though combust, is 
now in your friendship sector, away from the Sun, 
allowing greater give-and-take with friends. 

ARIES

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

VIRGO

LIBRA

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

AQUARIUS

PISCES
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SPELLATHON
How many words of 
four or more letters 
can you make from the 
letters shown in 
today’s puzzle? In 
making a word, a letter 
can be used as many 
times as it appears in 
the puzzle. Each word 
must contain the 
central letter. There 
should be at least one 
seven letter word. 
Plurals, foreign words 
and proper names are 
not allowed. British 
English Dictionary is 
used as reference.

Today’s Ratings: 
05-average  06-good  

08-outstanding
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SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 
LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Ivied, sissy, putter, period
Answer: Our greatest stupidities 

may be very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

SPELLATHON

clad, clod, coda, cold, dock, load, 
PADLOCK, plod

TIMES KAKURO
Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20
12

Rules
 Connect adjacent dots 
with vertical or horizontal 
lines, creating a single 
loop (Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches 
are not allowed (As 
shown by dotted lines in 
Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle 
indicate the number of 
lines that should sur-
round it, while empty 
cells may be surrounded 
by any number of lines.

 You can’t draw lines 
around zeroes.

 Each puzzle has just one 
unique solution.

How to begin: Example (Fig A) - Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no lines can be drawn around zero, 
mark crosses around it, as shown. Now there is a 
cross in one space around 3. So we know the three 
lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three 

spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended in one 
direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking 
crosses in spaces between dots where a line isn’t 
possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch 
or cause a deadend (Fig B)

LOOP THE LOOP

Not allowed
(Fig B)

(Fig A)

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the let-
ters in the circles to 
form the answer to 
the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as 
indicated

Rearrange the letters in the four word jumbles, one letter to 
each square/circle, to make four ordinary words 

Our greatest ___ may be 
very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein (11)

DVEII

SYISS

EPRTTU

DOPIER

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and every 
3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers in the same 
row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already given in the grid. 
Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium

Unfolding a fresh new chapter in 
pharmacy education and research
Suryadatta College of  Phar-

macy Healthcare & Research 
and the first edition of  Sury-

adatta Global Pharmacon 2023 was 
recently inaugurated by the found-
er of  Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Desh-
pande at Bavdhan campus. 

Also present on the occasion 
were founder and president of  the 
Suryadatta Education Foundation, 
professor Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, 
vice president Sushama Chordiya 
and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also con-
ferred with the ‘Dhanwantari 
Global Icon Award 2023’ on this 
occasion, shared, “The pharma-
ceutical and pharmacist commu-
nity needs to make efforts to make 
medicines available to people at 
affordable prices. Pharmacists are making a valuable 
contribution to keeping society healthy. This pharma-
cy college will create useful and skilled manpower for 
the pharma sector.” 

The former president of  the Pharmacy Council of  In-
dia, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, actor Sharad Sankla, ACP 
Maheshkumar Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. 
Bal Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felicitated with 
the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, 

who presided over the programme, mentioned, “India 
ranks third globally in the import-export of  the phar-
ma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vision, holistic development 
education imparted to students and guidance from ex-
perts will lead to better pharmaceuticals and pharma-
cists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to prioritise re-
search, innovation, and entrepreneurship in this college. 
For this, we will start an incubation centre and encour-
age more students to become entrepreneurs.” 

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant 
Kokate, Mahesh Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

In recent years, India has been la-
belled the diabetes capital of  the 
world. There are currently close 

to eight crore diabetics in India and 
this number is expected to increase 
to 13 crore by 2045. Dr Subrota Hati 
from Kamdhenu University says, 

“The rising number 
is alarming. But 

in the ever-
evolving land-
scape of  dia-
betes, knowl-
edge is power 
a n d  h e l p s 
manage the 
ailment better. 
It is important 
to  consult 
your doctor 
a n d  k n o w 
what exercis-
es are good for 
you, what life-
style changes 
you need to 
make and 
what foods to 
eat. Making 
healthier 
food and life-
style choices 
are essen-

tial.”
He further adds, “Camel milk is 

a source of  natural insulin like 
peptides that aid in 

managing Type 1 diabetes. It helps 
reduce blood glucose levels and in-
sulin requirements to further lim-
it diabetic complications.”

Rich in vitamin C and Iron, the 
new Amul Camel Milk’s low fat 
content and cholesterol make it 
light on the stomach and suitable 

for daily consump-
tion. It is an ideal 
choice for lactose 
intolerant diabet-
ic patients, too. It 
is processed in a 
state-of-the-art 
processing plant 
and packed to 
make it conveni-
ent to consumers 

because of  its six-
month shelf  life 
and that too with-
out any preserva-
tives.Amul has also 
launched camel 
milk powder and ke-
sar flavoured sugar-
free camel milk. So 
this World Diabetes 
D a y,  m a k e  t h e 
healthier choice 
with camel milk.

This World Diabetes Day, make a 
healthy choice with camel milk

Camel milk is a 
source of natural 

insulin like peptides 
that aid in managing 

Type 1 diabetes Visit: shop.amul.com

Mango pickle 
is the most 

searched food 
item of 2023 

Abland lunch, a tasteless meal 
– just add a bit of  aam ka 
achaar and you’ve saved the 

day. For Indians, mangoes are more 
than just a fruit – they are a senti-
ment. It’s no wonder that the cher-
ished mango pickle recipe claimed 
the top spot in our searches for food 
in 2023. This is followed by recipes 
for Panchamrit, Hakusai, Dhaniya 
Paranji, Karanji and more. Interest-
ingly, the top 10 names in the list are 
dominated by festive recipes. 
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SOLUTIONS TO GAMES/PUZZLES 

LOOP THE LOOPTIMES SUDOKU

TIMES KAKURO

SCRAMBLE

Words:  Ivied, sissy, putter, period
Answer: Our greatest stupidities 

may be very wise. - Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

SPELLATHON

clad, clod, coda, cold, dock, load, 
PADLOCK, plod

TIMES KAKURO
Level: Medium

Note: A digit cannot ap-
pear more than once in 
any particular digit combi-
nation. For instance in the 
example, we cannot have 
the combination of 8+4+8 
for 20.

H O W  T O  P L A Y

The numbers in the coloured  squares refer 
to the sums of the digits that you must fill into 
the empty spaces directly below or to the right 
of the coloured square containing the number. 
For instance, in the given example, the 2 box-
es below 12 must contain 2 digits that add 
upto 12, whereas for 20, the 3 boxes placed 
horizontally next to it must add upto 20. No 
zeroes are used here, only the digits one 
through nine. 

Example

20

12

Rules

 Connect adjacent dots 
with vertical or horizontal 
lines, creating a single 
loop (Fig A). 

 Crossovers or branches 
are not allowed (As 
shown by dotted lines in 
Fig B).

 Numbers in the puzzle 
indicate the number of 
lines that should sur-
round it, while empty 
cells may be surrounded 
by any number of lines.

 You can’t draw lines 
around zeroes.

 Each puzzle has just one 
unique solution.

How to begin: Example (Fig A) - Begin with the zero 
next to 3. Since no lines can be drawn around zero, 
mark crosses around it, as shown. Now there is a 
cross in one space around 3. So we know the three 
lines of 3 can only be drawn in the remaining three 

spaces. Next, these lines can only be extended in one 
direction each. Continue, using the same logic. 
Hints: Keep eliminating possibilities by marking 
crosses in spaces between dots where a line isn’t 
possible, i.e., if you have already completed required 
lines or where a line extension may create a branch 
or cause a deadend (Fig B)

LOOP THE LOOP

Not allowed
(Fig B)

(Fig A)

SCRAMBLE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Now arrange the let-
ters in the circles to 
form the answer to 
the riddle or to fill in 
the missing word as 
indicated

Rearrange the letters in the four word jumbles, one letter to 
each square/circle, to make four ordinary words 

Our greatest ___ may be 
very wise. - Ludwig 

Wittgenstein (11)

DVEII

SYISS

EPRTTU

DOPIER

SPELLATHON

How many words of 
four or more letters 
can you make from 
the letters shown 
in today’s 
puzzle? In 
making a 
word, a 
letter can be 
used as many 
times as it 
appears in the 
puzzle. Each word 
must contain the 
central letter. There 
should be at least one 
seven letter word. Plurals, foreign words and proper names 
are not allowed. British English Dictionary is used as 
reference.

Today’s Ratings: 
05-average  06-good  08-outstanding

SUDOKU CHALLENGE

H O W  T O  P L A Y

Fill in the grid so that every horizontal row, every vertical column and every 
3x3 box contains the digits 1-9, without repeating the numbers in the same 
row, column or box.You can’t change the digits already given in the grid. 
Every puzzle has one solution.

Level: Medium
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People still remember me as Swami 
from Malgudi Days, says Manjunath 
Mayur Bhatt

Manjunath 
Nayaker; (inset) 
as Swami in 
Malgudi Days

Manjunath with 
the statue of 
Swami in Mysuru

I visited Ahmedabad after a long time and I visited Ahmedabad after a long time and 
when I went to the Sabarmati Riverfront, when I went to the Sabarmati Riverfront, 

I was amazed by the transformation. I also love I was amazed by the transformation. I also love 
the Gujarati the Gujarati thalithali. Anyone who says vegetarian . Anyone who says vegetarian 
food doesn’t offer much variety should come and food doesn’t offer much variety should come and 
savour it heresavour it here

Suryadatta College of  Pharmacy 
Healthcare & Research and the first 
edition of  Suryadatta Global Phar-

macon 2023 was recently inaugurated by the 
founder of  Generic Aadhaar, Arjun Desh-
pande at Bavdhan campus. 

Also present on the occasion were found-
er and president of  the Suryadatta Educa-
tion Foundation, professor Dr Sanjay B 
Chordiya, vice president Sushama Chordi-
ya and professor Hemant Jain.

Deshpande, who was also conferred 
with the ‘Dhanwantari Global Icon Award 
2023’ on this occasion, shared, “The phar-
maceutical and pharmacist community 
needs to make efforts to make medicines 
available to people at affordable prices. 

Pharmacists are making a valuable con-
tribution to keeping society healthy. This 
pharmacy college will create useful and 
skilled manpower for the pharma sector.” 

The former president of  the Pharmacy 
Council of  India, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, 
actor Sharad Sankla, ACP Maheshkumar 
Sartape, director Delcons Consultant. Bal 
Kulkarni, and Prasanna Patil were felic-
itated with the ‘Suryabharat Suryagaurav 
Sanman-2023’. Dr Kokate, who presided 
over the programme, mentioned, “India 

ranks third globally in the import-export 
of  the pharma industry. Dr Chordiya’s vi-
sion, holistic development education im-
parted to students and guidance from ex-
perts will lead to better pharmaceuticals 
and pharmacists.”

Dr Chordiya said, “We are also going to 
prioritise research, innovation, and entre-
preneurship in this college. For this, we 
will start an incubation centre and encour-
age more students to become entrepre-
neurs.” 

(L to R) Sushama Chordiya, Prasanna Patil, Dr Chandrakant Kokate, Mahesh 
Sartape , Arjun Deshpande, Dr Sanjay B Chordiya, Bal Kulkarni & Sharad Sankala

Unfolding a fresh 
new chapter in 
pharmacy education 
and research

  Soumitra Das

Manjunath Nayaker, pop-
ularly known as Master 
Manjunath, was in 

Ahmedabad recently to attend 
the Ahmedabad International 
Children Film Festival (AICFF). 
In a chat with us, he says, “I quit 
acting three decades ago and cur-
rently, I run a company that is 
into liaising and public policy. I 
have done 68 films, including the 
Amitabh Bachchan-starrer Agn-
eepath (as young Vijay) and su-
perhit Telugu and Kannada films. 
But people still remember me as 
Swami from Malgudi Days, an 
iconic show that made me a 
household name.”
‘PEOPLE LOVED MALGUDI 
DAYS BECAUSE OF ITS 
WRITING’
Talking about the popular TV 
series, which aired on Doordar-
shan in Hindi and English (in 
1986) and was based on RK 
Narayan’s eponymous book, he 
says, “It was certainly the peak 
of  my acting career. Thanks to 
Doordarshan, the show literal-
ly reached every household. I 

feel people loved it because of  
the brilliant writing, fabulous 
adaptation by the director (the 
late Shankar Nag) and relata-
ble characters.”

He adds, “One of  the biggest 
compliments that I got after the 
success of  the show was when 
I met RK Narayan at a party, 
and he said, ‘You are exactly 
what I imagined Swami to be.’ 
At that moment, I didn’t know 
the value of  that compliment 
but years later, when I studied 
English literature during my 
graduation, I realised what a 
big moment that was.”
‘FANTASTIC TO HAVE 
STATUES OF SWAMI AND 
HIS FRIENDS’
In February this year, Manju-
nath was invited to unveil stat-
ues of  Swami and his friends, 
near RK Narayan’s house in 
Mysuru. He tells us, “It feels fan-
tastic to have those statues! I also 
feel happy that the Mysuru rail-
way division restored and con-
verted the Arasalu railway sta-
tion (the show was extensively 
shot there) into the Malgudi Mu-
seum.”

A productive 
start to the 
week, Mon-
day will be 

favourable in 
all professional 
as well as per-
sonal matters. 

Traders and commission agents 
profit under the current plane-
tary conditions. A good period 
for those wanting to pursue 
higher studies and also for those 
wanting to travel abroad, influ-
ences of  Jupiter on Sun and 
Mercury are quite good. Those 
in the education/knowledge/lit-
erary professions will have an 
actively productive phase. Tues-
day/Wednesday are days of  
heavy expenses and possibly 
losses too, some mental tensions 
on account of  domestic matters 
too are seen. Thursday onwards 
is a more relaxed phase, you can 
look for a short holiday. 

Except for the Sun, 
none of  the planets 
have changed. 
However, the Moon 
moves in favoura-

ble houses for you 
this week. Career 
and professional 
matters look good 

on Monday/Tuesday, reaching out to 
customers, negotiations and publici-
ty/advertising of  business/products 
on these days will get favourable re-
sults. New jobs too are possible due to 
Jupiter’s aspect on Venus and the 
Sun/Mercury. Financial prospects are 
good this week, Wednesday/Thurs-
day are especially rewarding, and 
friends will be very helpful in further-
ing your interests. Interest in occult 
matters grow. 

Your sign is retro in 
the seventh house 
now, partnerships 
and alliances will 
be under pressure. 

Romance flourishes. 
Your tendency to 
overreact could get 
you into trouble on 
Monday/Tuesday. 

Plan your week carefully. In your 
work life, things could get busy, so you 
might want to tidy up your work area 
so you can be ready for the onslaught. 
Look at investing in property outside 
of  your area. Good friends will give 
you honest answers. Travel will pro-
mote new romantic connections. Your 
social life is abuzz right now, which is 
feeding you valuable positive energy 
from other people.

You need to be cautious 
around Monday/Tues-
day,  don’ t  force 
things as everything 
can backfire. Instead, 

maintain an even 
pace, and discover 
what a situation holds 
for you. You could feel 

as if  someone has pushed you too far 
for your own good. Remain in touch 
with your needs. Listen to feedback, 
but know that you don’t need to em-
brace any of  it. However, from 
Wednesday, everything eases out, trav-
el and holidays, followed by business/
work meetings on Friday/Saturday 
are indicated. Love affairs show some 
improvement, however, as Mars is 
still combusting, be careful of  the sen-
sitivities of  the other side.  

The week starts on a bit of  a confus-
ing note, which lasts till Wednesday. 
You might wonder which way to go to 
succeed and fulfill others’ expecta-

tions. Your instincts will 
point you in the right di-
rection, Don’t over-
think a personal mat-
ter. Sun, Mercury and 
Venus are aspected by 
Jupiter, not only does 
your social life improve 

from mid week, but short travel too 
are under good influence. Relations 
with neighbours improve. A good 
time for negotiation disputes contract 
terms. When you speak, you make 
quite an impression. Don’t be too de-
manding in your expectations of  oth-
ers. Health too improves. 

Continue to concen-
trate on your work as 
it will yield rich fi-
nancial dividends. 
Barring Friday/Sat-
urday, the rest of  the 
week is good and 
fruitful, so make plans 
accordingly. Relatives 

and friends will visit your home too. 
A lot of  domestic work will need to be 
worked on now in this retro Mercury 
phase and many issues will be sorted 
out too. Friends continue to be sup-
portive. You can expect financial 
gains from the western direction. A 
recent success will give you the con-
fidence to make a bold move. Much to 
the surprise of  those who know you 
well, you will match their challenges 
equally. You know what you want and 
you’re determined to get it. 

This is a super 
week for you and 
you shall be in the 
news for all the 
good reasons, 
fame and lime-

light are in store. 
Hard work done in 
the past is now 

bringing you smart rewards. Those 
in business will get new contracts, if  
looking for new job changes, this is 
the right time to do so, those in exist-
ing jobs will get appreciation from 
senior management. Everything goes 
right for you now, complete whatever 
seemed very difficult earlier, as you 
have the luck on your side to do so. 

Career issues take 
centre stage, favour 
from seniors, gov-
ernment and the po-
litical class are indi-
cated as per the stra-

ta of  society you are 
positioned in. 
Mercury is quite 
favourable to you 

now, finances improve and so are fi-
nancial opportunities. Making an 
emotional commitment to your long-
term goals comes easily now. A meet-

ing and/or a group of  friends 
support you even if  they don’t 
agree with you. They let you 
know where they are coming 
from and why. 

You feel better 
and more posi-

tive, despite 
h a v i n g  a 

very frustrat-
ing time in the 

l a s t  f e w 
m o n t h s . 
Expenses 

will still be on the higher side. 
There shall be help of  some in-
fluential lady in your matters 
regarding to gain. Monday/
Tuesday are action days, exploit 
this week to touch base with im-
portant people before they go 
away on a heist-mad holiday.

 Though career mat-
ters look good and 
gains are also indi-

cated this week, the 
stats indicate that 
your health will 

fluctuate, perhaps 
due to weather 
disturbances. 
Monday/Tues-

day will see you with low energy lev-
els so it is better not to do any impor-
tant meetings/presentations, oral in-
terviews or public discussions of  any 
kind. Wednesday/Thursday will see 
you back in an energetic drive that 
shall be good for negotiations/finali-
sation/discussions of  difficult con-
tract terms etc real estate transac-
tions look profitable. Do not guaran-
tee anyone’s bail or loan application 
as that can land you in serious trou-
ble later. Charity and yagnas/poojas 
done now will give excellent results 
due to the aspect of  Jupiter on Venus.

Travel stars are favour-
ably aligned for you, 
whether for pleasure 
or spiritual purposes. 
A delightful and 

eventful phase of  your 
life is on right now. 
W e d n e s d a y /
Thursday are the 

most constructive days of  the week 
for you. Just because it seems like you 
can operate on four hours of  sleep 
does not mean you have the stamina 
to do so. The planetary influences for 
the week incline you towards out-
ward-going social activities. It’s a time 
to solve mysteries, ask friends what 
they think, and consult the experts. 
Friends and influential people will be 
favourably disposed towards you. 

Sun and Mercury are 
firmly placed in the 
10th house and 
that’s good news 
for your career, 
you shall be in an 

authoritative posi-
tion at work/busi-
ness. Those look-
ing for jobs can cer-

tainly find their dream job as Jupiter 
has a benign glance on your career 
house where Sun and Mercury are 
currently placed. A time to take risks, 
you will head in a new direction dif-
ferently. Your thinking and orches-
trating of  ideas seem to have taken 
on a new pace. Mars, though combust, 
is now in your friendship sector, away 
from the Sun, allowing greater give-
and-take with friends. You often mix 
friendship and work, or you get 
friends involved when pursuing a pro-
fessional goal. Barring Monday/Tues-
day, the rest of  the week is very prof-
itable. 

TAURUS

GEMINI

CANCER

LEO

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

CAPRICORN

VIRGO

LIBRA

PISCES

AQUARIUS

*To find your moon sign, you can either enter your date, 
time and place of birth in online moon sign calculators or 
you can consult your astrologer.

See what the stars have in store for you – 
according to your moon sign*. Moon sign is 
the rashi in which your natal Moon is posited 
on your birthday and time. It changes signs 
after every 27 hours, unlike the Sun, which 
changes signs after 30 days.
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